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STOCK
National Livestock Convention
Opens at Denver With
Large Attendance

Present.
mtENZIE

.

CRITICIZES RAILROADS
!

Shippers Must Quit

If

measuret

will

PRESIDENT

be endorsed by Attorney Cowan.
Favors Culberson Hill.

IN HANDLING

PRESIDENT

Cinrer. Colo.,

Stock Is Not
Cattle

Handled Rapidly-Fin- est
Display In the West Attracts Thousands of
Visitors.

Denver. Colo., Jan. 21. Attended
by stockmen from every part of the
United Elates the annual convention
f the American (National Livestock
association was opened here today
with the address by President Murdo
In. this opening address
McKenzie-- .
upon
President McKenzie enlarged
the treatment of stockmen by the
railroads and the greater part of hla
speech was a criticism of the methods of the railroads In handling
stock.
He favored a law by which the
railroads can be punished for falling
to give reasonable speed to livestock
shipments and suggested that the Interstate commerce commission should
be given power to enforce Buch a
law.
Mtould FuruiMli tSuM.
Kallroads, he eaiu, should be forced
to furnish cars for the shipment of
Mock whenever cars were wanted,
and etock shippers should not be
made to wait the convenience of a
railroad which could furnish cars,
but which, through failure to do so,
causes enormous losses to shippers.
(He favored the plan of giving the
Interstate commerce commission'
t decide whether An advance
In rates Is just before the roads are
permitted to put an advance into effect. Tariff schedules which are fixed
to suit eastern manufacturers were
attacked.
Asks for Resolution.
Concerning the grazing policy faIn
vored by President Roosevelt,
reference to the bill for government
control of unoccupied public domain
Mr. McKenzie said:
'If the members of this association ore still of the opinion that the
present administration should be endorsed, a resolution similar to the
one of last year before the convention should be passed. '
President M'cKenzie's address was
In Hue with the demand for better
transportation service which is the
cry of the stockmen and which will
be the most Important business to be
transacted at the convention. The
membeis of the executive board of
the association are working to secure some action which will result In
a concerted effort to Improve the
railway service, particularly in securing rapid shipments and lower rates.
Must Have a (liange.
First Vice President Jastro, who
is slated, for the presidency of the
association on account of President
McKenzie's determination not to be a
Is promicandidate for
nent in this movement. He says:
"We will have to get along if there
l.s no change in the leasing situation,
hut unless there is a change in the
railroad situation, unless we get relief sunn, we will have to go out of
business."
"It is of vital importance that we
sciuic a minimum speed limit law.
If the s, ime conditions prevail anas have in the la.st twelve
other
mon llis, many
will
be
stockmen
forced I i quit, first, the railroads
told us that they couldn't get us the
liVLSiix k ears.
Then, w hen we got
the ear-- , they were so long or. the
road that the shrinkage almost ruln--

One of these Is the bill Introduced
In the senate by Senator Culberson,
and in the house by Representative
V. R. Smith, to compel railroads to
furnish cars and give good service,
under penalties, and to exchange
cars with each other as a means of
getting more service out of existing
cars, to fix demurrage and empower
the commission to regulate all these
matters by appropriate rules. Tni
law, says Cowan, would be of great
benefit to the railroads.
He also favors the bill Introduced
by Senator Burkett of Nebraska to
regulate grazing on public lands of
the United States through control by
the agricultural department, and a
system of grazing permits, whereby
a stockman will have control of
what he uses, and at very small cost.
There has also been presented a
measure not to permit advances In
Interstate rates, at least those of long
standing, except with the consent of
the Interstate commerce commission
after interested parties have had an
opportunity to be heard. It Is believed that all these propositions Will be
endorsed by the convention.
Oppose Federal Policy.
By a vote of 173 to 116 the annual convention of the Colorado
Horse and Cattle Growers' association went on record last night as opposed to the federal administration's
policy of public land control, and
they will endeavor to carry the fight
against any land leasing system into
National Livestock
the American
convention.
As the executive committee of the
national association has approved the
n port of the foret reserve and grazing lands committee In favor of the
Burkett bill, a warm contest Is exconvention
pected In' the national
when the report of the Colorado association Is presented tomorrow. The
Burkett bill provides for the government control of grazing lands with
the additional provision that all unpublic
reserved and unappropriated
iandfi shall be divided into grazing
districts.
Iromlnctit Men Arrive.
Although a special train from the
east, with the Chicago packers, eastern buyers, etc., was delayed and will
not reach Denver until today, the
many prominent
hotels received
guests yesterday, government officers,
agricultural officials and others who
have come to attend the conventions
or take In the show.
George' S. Hickox of Salt Lake,
chief of the bureau of sheep Intpec
Is
tlon, and the livestock display
P. Melvin, chief of the bureau of
animal industry at Washington, Dr
Trat-of the same bureau. 15. L
Shaw of Washington, who Is looking
after experiments with sheep and
goats foi Uncle Sam, and Dr. Ram
sov are amoiig the enthusiasts who
came early.
The city is thronged with visitors
and stockmen attending the conven
tion, and the livestock dlsyplay is
cttt acting the attention of thousands.
It is the largest and best exhibit of
thoroughbreds ever made west of
Chicago, and the cattle represent the
best from every section of the United
States. The display will be open for
v
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Annual Convention of Mine Ice Kings Fall to Reduce Fine
or Imprisonment by
Workers In Session at InAppeal to Supreme
dianapolis With 1.000
Court.
Delegates Present.
MINE OWNERS

MEET

FOR

111

WAGE

WERE CONVICTED

CONFERENCE

OF

ej

us.

"ritoc

Indianapolis, Jan. 21. The nine
tcenth annual convention of the Unit
ed Mine "Workers opened here today
with 1,000 delegates present, repre
sentlng all the bituminous and an
thracite coal mining districts. The
convention promises to be one of the
most important yet held on account
of several Important matters to be
discussed.
As it marks the official retirement
of President Mitchell the convention
has an added Importance. For nine
years he has been at the head of the
organization and has directed Its affairs through some or the most crucial situations with which labor has
Through his
ever been confronted.
he has
ability as an organizer
strengthened the union and has secured for Us members vastly improved conditions In work and wages.
When Mr. Mitchell entered the
hall where the convention is in meeting today he was enthusiastically
cheered by the delegates and appeared much affected at the reception. Ill health Is the cause of his
retirement, and although urged to
again take charge of the affairs of
the union Mr. Mitchell's recent Illness has broken down his health to
such an extent that he has given a
definite reply. to Ms supporter that
candidate.
bw will, not again te
Who his successor will be Is uncertain and while there will be a number
of candidates the final selection will
probably be hotly contested.
The miner have Invited mine
owners to meet In a conference January SO to discuss a revival of the Interstate wage agreement.
CJLVIUTABLE

WORKF.K

SERIOlSLY SICK.
Jan. 81. Morris K.
Jessup, the well known philanthropist who has been active in charitable
five days.
work for many years. Is seriously 111
at hia home In this city. He Is eald
to be suffering from heart trouble.
On account of his age, 89 years,
is not In condlt'lon to
Mr. Jessup
withstand a serious Illness. He has
been steadily failing tn health for fhe
past three months, but contrary to
the advice of his physician and the
Attempted to Kill Wifo and Then wishes
of his friends, has continued
Fled, lursued by Oltiocr.
to oversee the many charitable Institutions In which he Is Interested.
Detroit, Jan. 21. Bernard fitroh
a millionaire brewer, was adjudged
insane today and sent to the asylum
While being examined by physicians, EXPLOSION
WRECKS
and in the presence of two deputies,
he attempted to kill his wife and
nearly
he
before
succeeded
HOTEL AND
could be captured. He then escaped
and fled from his home. He rushed
about the city In an automobile, pursued by the sheriff force, and was
STORE
final'.y caught.
The irtrohs live on Jefferson avenue, opposite Belle Isle, In Millionaires' Row. The home la a beautiful
Ammonia TanK Under Sidebrown stone front in what was
Subdivision.
walk Blew up, (Injuring
On the right
is the house of
Charles Hemlck, millionaire
land
Four Men.
owner, and on the left is the home of
Hart, the emery wheel man.
In the chase ihe liemlcks and the
Harts Joined until the automobile GUESTS WERE TRAMPLED
was pressed into 6erlee.
IN RUSH TO ESCAPE
Mrs. Stroh Is famous all over Mich.
Igan for her beauty. She was much
courted and the St rob. wedding was
fin nsburg. Pa., Ja.i. 21. Four
on a par
with the recent swell
seriously, and
men
Injured, two
events in Phlladclplr s.!cy.
daman- - to the amount of 30,000,
r.
from the explosion of a large
PROGRESSIVE PARTY
ammonia tank under the pavement
Hi's
In front of the Hoc!
K.'Jd'e
LACKS CONFIDENCE moral1
The Injured men are
..r the hotel.
been
had
ammonia
taiik
The
Hou-- e
lapuneMc'iubcr
urc li
placed in a sin ill coal bin built under
pleased With Alleged Fault. t
the sidewalk In front of the hotel,
I'inuiwial Meaiirc.
vilh aa ei, trance through the baseThe four men were working
Tokio, Jan. 21. The Progress v ment.
nr.-l
dis'aueo
VP f.i.noil'v
Ull.i Yllko mirti.'4
the basement a short
smiled a motion containing a ta!e-- ; from :'ie tu k when !( exploded, tearment of want of confidence In the ing out the basnient wall and almost
Imperial cabinet.
It Is based upon 'I:.- fr.Tire side wall of the hotel. The
alleged faulty
financial measur. s oaveiii.-ufor a distance of thirty feet
and In strong terms denounces '.he a as torn up by the explosion and the
action of the cabinet.
ii.teiior of the !mtc! wis wrecked. A
The presentation of uch a mo- drug store adjoining the hurl was
tion has been expected fir some torn down and windows were shat-weeks owing to dissatisfaction with
red fop several blocks around.
the present cabinet and the efforts
fiucsts of the hotel were alarmed
of the progressive party to secure by the explosion and a panic resultbetter representation.
Should the op-- j ed. They trampled each other In an
position members of the Daldo club effort to escape from the wrecked
Join with them they would form a buildings, and many were bruised.
The cause of the explosion Is
rormiaaoie power wnen a voe is taken on the motion Thursday.
JCew Tork,
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Health Causes Retirement of Given Little Consolation In
Miners' Champion-Interst- ate
cision of Higher Court-Mu- st
Wage Agreement to
Pay Fine and Spend
be Discussed
Year In ConAgain.
finement.

.

.

HG

Columbus, Ohio, Jan.

21.

De-

LABORERS

UMURGUINIS

States-Emlgra-atlon-

to

Hawaii and Mexico
Will be Prevented.
Toklo, Jan. SI.

Three

rlookedThaw Showed

POLICE EIGHT

GERMAN

But Little Emotion.
UNEMPLOYED

The emigration of

MOD

a an official declaration of earlier in the day attended a mas
The three men were convicted of the attitude of the Japanese govern- meeting organised and addressed by
forming a trust and were sentenced ment. He aald.
socialists.
by Judge KineaJd to serve a term In
The mob marched
through
the
degovernment
Japanese
"The
Is
the workhouse. The case has been
streets singing, and refused to dis
Investigate
to
termined
personal
the
sufought without cessation, but the
perse when ordered to do so by the
preme court only interferes with the standing of those who go to America police.
Becoming Infuriated at the
decision of Judge Ktncaid by holding as atudents and
hereafter anyone action of the police the mob began
that the Ice kings should have been leaving Japan for America with the to hurl missile at the officer and the
sent to Jail Instead of the workhouse. Intention of residing lrr that country police drew sabers to disperse the
any length of time will be required mob.
Kach of the three was fined
wa
Before order
restored
and sentenced to serve a year to have two sureties who will be re- many policemen and members of the
the sponsible should the ultimate lnten
be tlon of the emigrant be other than
out represented.
the
"The government realizes that the
Immigration of laborers who pretend
to be students Is liable to be embar
rasslng to the government of the
NIGHT RIDERS HAY
United eitates and for this reason I
determined to prevent It In the fu
ture.
'Whlle the proposed restrictions
. ENTER NEW FIELD
may embarrusa the real students to
.
'-'
some extent, all legal restrictions will
(Jive WanttiHT of MtmUoi to lawmle be made alike bwcause one duthone&t
person may embarrass many honest
Western ItMtr lot Where Bio IMs- ones In all are not restricted by one
order Has Yet Occurred.
general law.
Ky.,
21. More
Paduoah,
"While negotiation wnrernlng the
Jan.
significant than any previous notice immigration of Japanese laborer to
was the night-ridwarning received the United State have not been conby Rowland Norsworthy,
an Inde- cluded I may, aa minister of foreign
pendent tobacco planter of Wades affair, make the definite statement
boro, Calloway county, which aald that the rumor which have been clr
they were nearly through on the east culated to the effect that an Import
side of the Tennessee river and were ant agreement I Impending, 1 with.
ready for the Invasion of the western out foundation and originated In cerdistrict, the only section ao far In tain sections of the United States,
which no disorder has occurred.
where such immigration has an Im
Mr. Norsworthy received two no
portant bearing.
tlces, both of which were written In
"Should the emigration to Hawaii
a hand Identical to that In which the not 'be prevented entirely, the foreign
warning received by H. H. Pace of office will not hesitate to entirely
thn same county was written. The prohibit auch emigration. The send
notes, like those found by Mr. Pace, ing of Japanese laborers to Mexico
were fastened to Norsworthy'
gate must also stop, and those who perwrapped around a cartrldgo and a sist In sending laborers there will be
bundle of matches.
regarded as assisting emigration to
Mr. Norsworthy turned the notes the United Htates through the frontier
over to the county Judge when suh- - ami will therefore be treated as
puenued by the sheriff, but declined law breakers.
to say anything about them. The first
note said:
"We understand that you
have
IMPROVEMENT
sold your tobacco. We want all the DECIDED
crops that are left out of the association, and where tobacco leaves before we arrive we take houses and
barns. Coming your way soon, as we
are about through on the east side
of the river. If you don't make other arrangements, we will give you
OF POPE
a call, as we hear of you often. Night
riders and fire If you go on as you
are."
The second note was peremptory.
the workhouse. As a result of
supreme court decision they will
sentenced to Jail and will serve
the year there Instead of In
workhouse.
In

er

Audiences Arranged for This

raid:

"We told you once what we aimed
Week May be Given If
for you to do with your tobacco crop,
and you had better do n was told
Health Improves.
you. or we will treat you and your
buildings rough, for we don't aim
for such scrubs ns you to run our
business miy longer by selling against NO ALARMING SYMPTOMS
us.
HAVE DEVELOPED
RIDERfl."
YORK

TAKES

21.
New
France,
Paris.
Jan.
Vork 's operatic rivalry and generos-'- t
threatens, according to Paris musical gossip, to di prive Paris and
'In- rest of Kurope of its best singers.

There Is Impending a crisis among
the singers and America
is
held
Kiiilty of precipitating
through
it
I'onrlel and Ha mmerstuin.
The competition turns men's voices
in: i gdl and endlamonds thoo of
uimeii. Singers, virtuosi and orchestra leaders have but one Idea,
and as a result they quit Kurope and
hustle to Amerha. Rome must consent herself presently to hear her
reat singers by gramophone.
The
Messager says they are fooling them-seive- s.
they
however, because
believe
that It Is their great voices which
cause
figures,
enormous
the
whereas In renliyt It is no such thing.
It is merely a vulgar commercial war
w Men
Is bound to s'op soon, since
even In New York expenses must
soon be made to come down to the
receipts.

ud

MRS.

today.

NEW

Fair tonight

NUMUfcH 18

Ice dealers of Toledo, R. C. Umon, apanese laborer
to merlca will be
R. O. Heard and J. A. Miller, who
topped
by the Japanese Sabers ami MlNNllea Wound Members
hereafter
punwere sent to the workhouse as a
or llotli Factions IWore Order
government,
according
to the state
ishment for their part In the formala JteMtorod.
ment of Vlcount Hayashl, minister
tion of an Ice trust, and who appealed to the supreme court, were given of foreign affair
Berlin, Jan. 21. A sharp colllsioa
who today gave
little consolation in the supreme
resulted today between the police and
court's decision, which was given out out an Interview which may be re & mob of unemployed men who had
garded

It

Ji. 21.

aboard was about to transmit a message, when a message came flying
THAW FINISHES
through the air from Wilson's Point,
at the head of the Sound.
"Stop all, and listen," said the
MUST STAY AT
wireless. "You have a young man
RECITAL OF
aboard named George H. Alden, of
ninghampton, N. T., who Is about to
kill himself. He lert a letter for a
E
STORY
friend in New York saying he would
take poison or Jump overboard. Hurry."
Oapt. Williamson
Sul
Minister of Foreign Affairs livan were notified. andAll Steward
the boat Jerome's Cross Examination
hands began the search. The wireMakos Statement Givless na(i given a brief description of
Fafls to Tangle Witness
Alden.
He was quickly found in one
ing Government
of the staterooms, where
In Any Statehe was
seated before a washstand on which
Attitude.
was a sealed bottle of muriatic acid.
ments.
A few minutes longer and It would
probably have been too late.
"(Jet away from me," Alden cried.
STUDENTS CAN COME
"I've got something here that will PROSECUTOR ENGAGES
do the trick.
I wilt not stand the
game any longer. Just let go of me
TO UNITED STATES ano" It will be all over."
IN
Alden begged to be allowed to
open the bottle and swallow the contents. He was overpowered and put
Action ol Laborers In Leaving under guurd, and when the Plymouth
Questions Were Confined to Testi
here this morning he was
Japan as Students Must Not Em- reached
mony Introduced at Former Trial
given over to the police and locked
up In headquarter.
barrass United
and No Detail Wa Ove-

SENTENCE JAPANESE

TO RETIRE

11am-trama-

e,-r-

kmen cannot lose $S or $10
a head on cattle and stay in the busi.And that is what they have
ness.
been losing by shrinkage because of
tilt; delats in shipments. A continuation of present conditions spells ruin
for all engaged in the industry.
Important
subject
"Still another
We the tariff On hlde.s and wool.
bo
too,
adjusted,
must
This matter,
its discussion probably will take
:ui
piece deuce over the land question.
Then, too, the question of foreign
markets is vital. Wo must have better e u litions abroad.
"A f .r the land question, it simper
mers down to this: Nine-fiv- e
cent f the cattlemen of the country
control of the
vn r t im eminent
range. with the Uas.ns system adapt- e t., l.ical conditions. The big sheep- are the only oni oppos
men
ed, and 1 do not look for enough
opposition in the convention to retard the passage of resolutions upHie
policy,
holding tl.e liooscvelt
same as last year."
The gauntlet will bo thrown down
to the luilroads when S. H. Cowan,
general counsel for the association,
makes bis report on "legislation
Needed by the Livestock Industry."
if the legislation now pending be

MITCHELL

FUKicvsT

Tiesliy.
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HAV

WEATHER

i

itonie, Jan. 21. Tho fonditiou of
Tope Piu today hows an improvement and If he continues to grow
better a.s he has since Sunday It is
expected that several audiences arranged for this week will be held.
The pope wag visited today by his
private physician, who later was in
i ci.sultatiou
with the Vatican physisymp ons Tiave
cian. No alarming
developed In the heart trouble with
pope
suffering '.ho
heen
which the
his
pa.-- t
week, and although troualed to
a great extent with the gout, the
pope Is cheerful and Insists on granting tho audiences whic h have a'ready
been arranged.

WIRELESS

MESSAGE
PREVENTS SUICIDE

--

Ifi

Pa riifirr Who Wantiil to llo
to iTieiul Who Warn-e- n
I Steamer's Captain.

,

Fall Itiver, Mass., J in. 21. A wire-bs- o
warning from the distant land
saved a passenger from suicide last
night on the steamer Plymouth, far
out in the Hound.
The operator

mob were wounded.

TAFT

DECLARED

CHOICE

OF KANSAS REPUDLICANS
Motion in State Legkdatare
Unani
mously Carried,
ixmocrata
Not Voting.
Topeka, Kan., Jan. SI. lit the
House today a motion declaring Sec
retary Taft the choice of Kansas for
president of the United State
wa
carried unanimously by the republican members. The democratic znem-b.T- S
did not vote.
The introduction of the motion was
signal
the
for prolonged applause as
the name of Taft wa mentioned. A
number of the member spoke In
support of the motion, declaring Taft
to be the choice of every republican
In Kansas.
TWENTY-FOU-

INJURED

R

IN ITALIAN

WRECK

New York, Jan, SI. Under th
lash of Jerome's cross questioning;
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw today contin
ued the story of her life to save her
husband from conviction
for tha
murder of Stanford White. With tho
merciless questions of the prosecutor
coming without pause she repeated
her story in detail and her answers
were given without a moment's hesitation.
Jerome spent much time tn review-In- g
the testimony at the former trial
and confronting
the witness with
her evidence at that time. No detail, however, small, wa overlooked
and the witness wa forced again to
repeat the atory of her lite. She adhered to her former atory, declaring
It all true and the prosecutor waa
unable to tangle her even In th
smallest detail.
While Jerome wa aggressive In hht
attitude today his manner unquestionably lacked the fire which he displayed yesterday.
He and th- - 'wit.
neaa were constantly engaged In tins
in wnicn nonora were about evenly
divided and after a repulse the prosecutor did not return to the attack
with the vehemence he has displayed
both at the former trial and daring
the examination of witnesses during
tlw.. present ne. HH- - cc.med leae
alert and mora inclined to accept th
tory aa the witness told it, without
making the effort to catch her tn a
denial of former statements.
There was an Inclination on the
part of both the witness and tha
prosecutor to argue with each other,
but Justice Bowling cut th debates
short whenever he could, and Insisted on both witnesses and prosecutor
proceeding with the case as direct a
possible.
Thaw listened Intently to the testimony of his wife, his head supported
on hand most of the time, while he
held the other to his ear to catch tha
low tones of his wife's voice.
He
unaffected by her recital of
the story but at times hi face flushed at the outting question of the
prosecutor.
At 2:4 5 o'clock Jerome finished
hln cross examination of Mrs. Thaw
and Attorney Littleton then asked
some redirect questions. Mrs. Thaw
was finally excused but may be recalled again further in the trial.
,

Set en lUxlicH Have Itoen Taken From
.Splintered tUi-H- , luo to KxprCNS

Train
Italy, Jan.

Colll-Hoi-

i.

-

Milan,
SI. Up to the
present time seven bodies, have been
taken from the wreckage of two
trains which met la head on collision
near here last night. A. train from UNKNOWN MAN DIES
Pergamo ran Into the express from
Koine, Injuring twenty-fou- r
person
AT MOUNTAINA IR
and Instantly killing nine. Among
the Injured is C. L. Moser, an American, residing at Lake Como.
A further search of the wreckage Stranger
Itestune
Insune
ami
is being made In the hope of finding
Lapsed
Into
liuxaiousin
two missing passengers.
I If forts to Find Itelatives
Were Vnavalliiijf.
LEGISLATURE
ELECTS
Mountalnair, N. M., Jan. 21. A,
strange man thought to be W. C.
WILLIAMS SENATOR White, of Marietta, Oklahoma, who
became violently Insane and finally
Humous lenK-ratlIjender to Hep. ui:c iinxcious here last Tuesday, died
on Friday.
He has been burled by
resent .Mississippi Had no
citizens.
A whitewash board and a, knoll of
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 21. The leg- earth on one of the many sunklssed
islature in session today elected John hills of a school section south of the
Sharp Williams to the United States townBite marks the last resting place
of the body. Every effort was made
senate. He had no opposition.
to locate relatives of the dead man
Providence, u. I., Jan. 21. For- but proved of no avail.
mer 1'nitcd States (Senator George
I'ealiody Wet more was elected to the
1'nitcd States senate today by a vote TENNESSEE NEGRO
of both branches of the
assembly.
He received a total
of sixty-eigvotes, against thirty-si- x
for Col. HubKIllED BY POSSE
ert H. I. Gotldard and live votes for
Colonel Samuel 1'. Colt.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 21. The lie Was ICiilillitl by llullets When He
Shotted J'ilit Hail Murdered
house and senate today voted separately for 1'iiited States senator, but
Bridge Watchman.
without result.
Chattanooga. Tenii., Jan. 21. The
body of Wulter Cole, a negro who
w
killed Walter Ingley at Annldale,
Tenn., a few days ago, was found
c
this morning In a corn field w here the
0
murderer was killed by a posse of
Morgan county citizens last night.
I. os Angeles,
Jan. 21. Clarence
Iangley was a bridge watchman
lurrnw, attorney of Chicago, who for thu Cincinnati Southern railroad
was operated on here today is in a at Annldale. Colo inurderej hint la
condition and the result of cold blood and the crime bo enraged
the operation cannot be known for citizens of the town and surrounding
several days.
country that a posse was ImmediateAttorney Harrow lias been III In ly organized to hunt down the negro,
this city for several
weeks with Cole was surrounded, but armed with
mastoiditis. Tho operation today In- a revolver, be kept up u 4ioi fire. His
volved cutting a nerve Behind the body was riddled with bullets by the
i.i r.
poae anJ lft where It fell.
c
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of Albuquerque. I have therefore had prepared a number of plats of the entire addition and marked
the price of each and every lot upon the same. These plats are now in the hands of the real estate
dealers of this city, and if you have a little money and know a good thing when you see it, my advice
would be to call upon your real estate agent and pick up some of these snaps.
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LOOK AT A MAP OF ALBUQUERQUE
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and then no matter what section of the city you live in, let your better judgment have an equal chance with your prejudice as to
where the future residence section of this city is going to be. It cannot build into the Rio Grande river, and it's not going south.
Neither is it going northwest, northeast or southeast. This practically assures that the future residence district is steadily going east,
and when it comes to that the TERRACE ADDITION IS STRICTLY IT. Don't get frightened because some of the cheaper lots
have not as yet been graded. These are the lots that will be the money makers. The grading part is easy, and a few

M

thousand dollars would make the entire addition look as Silver Avenue looks now. This will eventually be done by some one,
because it is in no wise a difficult problem. New Mexico is growing, and Albuquerque will be a city worth talking about. Now
get wise and you will make more money with a small investment than you ever made before in your life.
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FOR STOLEN

Search the World for Van
Dyck Picture Which Was

Stolen From Church.
About two months ago The Citizen
published a dispatch from New York
Lading that ithe famous Van Dyck
picture,
"The Elevation
of the
Cross," had been stolen from the
ehurch of Notre Dame in Belgium
And was supposed
to have been
brought to America.
The dispatch stated that it was believed that efforts would be made to
ell or otherwise dispose of the famous canvas ln New York City.
The Belgian government in the In- mi 1.4 nu9 lancu u .110 pcaj
."i
the famous canvas, which U valued
at hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The Citizen has received the following letter from the Belgian con- m
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In order to close out this property during the coming spring and summer, the board of directors
have granted me an option, at a low figure, on this entire SELECT RESIDENCE SECTION of the city
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sul at Denver, who Is charged with
searching for the picture
in the
western part of the United States.
While it is not likely that the pic- ture will ever be offered for sale in
this city, still the request of the con
sul that the theft be as widely ad- vertised as possible, In the leading
paper of each community, would indicate that every effort was being
made to trace the stolen cunvas.
the
A minluiure reproduction of
famous painting has also been sent
to The Citizen office by the consul
for purposes of identification.
The official Jetter and the description of the painting are as follows:
Denver, Colo., January IS, 190S.
The Albuquerque Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.
for publlcatlunvbgk qmfwyp hrdlup
I
enclose herewith
Oentlemen:
for publication the history of a recently stolen painting.
I send this article only to the principal paper of your city.
Hoping that you will reserve space
ln your columns, I lemaln, gentleYours very truly.
men,
J. XUCIXOLKT,
Belgian Consul.
STOI-rc-
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"NOTRE
THE CHURCH OP
DAME" IN COURTRAI, BELGIUM,

During the first week of December
last a most valuable painting by the
celebrated Antoine Van Dyck was
stolen from the walls of the Church
"Notre Dame" in Courtrai, Belgium,
the
of
representing the elevation
Holy Cro.is, as Illustrated above. This
painting has an Immense value and,
a
painting.
as the Gainsborough
cut out of the frame. It is 11 feet 8
8
by 9 feet
in size. As a precautionary measure the public should guard
itself against either receiving or purchasing the painting, and as a special favor, is requested to Immedi
ately report the disclosure of this
most valuable painting to any Bel
gian consul.
Antoine Van Dyck was born in
Antwerp, Belgium, in 1S",9, and died
He studied and
ln the year 1641.
worked with Kuhens, bf master of
the Flemish painters. Van Dyck ac
quired fame, traveled In all parts of
Europe, where he left valuable paint
ings.
The elevation of the Cross
which was stolen In Courtrai, was
painted in Antwerp In the year 162S
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MANY
My

YEARS.

Jack Raymond.

When
Brownwell
the
boarded
train and started away for his last
year at colleges, he felt like a new
man with a great and unalterable
purpose in life. He had Juct bade his
fiance,
the grave,
lovely Maria Ramsey, goodby;
but
he felt so sure of her and of himself that he entertained no fear of
anything ari.sing t ha t could alter
tr.ir lint for each other.
If anyone had told him that nine
monihs luter he would be kissing
another girl farewell, he would have
laughed in his Informer's face at the
absurdity of such an Idea.
How it had all happened he, himself, bardly knew. A friend had engaged rooms with the
o
cratic Benson family, who lived con- vtniently near the campus. It was
the bewitching daughter Alice that
met him at the door and showed
him to his room. Ho liked her
looks that day everybody did. As
the weeks went by he was charmed
by her blithe, charming ways. There
came a time when he took her to a
college function; and then followed
a dance or two.
There were little
in the hallway, and he
bigan to wander Into the parlor of
an evening, when he was wearv
from his studies. It was like a
strong tonic to leave his bonks and
spend an evening ln hep company,
listening to her singing, her witty
repartee and her riotous laughter,
watching the ever changing expres
sions of her handsome, dark eyes.
He had tub! Maria of the first
evening that he had spent
with
Alice, but he had soon ceased to
mention her ln his letters. That was
after he had begun to feel a little
guilty.
For gradually, almost imperceptibly, the letters that had held
such an inspiration for him lost
their power to please and strengthen him, and. by and by, there came
at times a sneaking half-wis- h
that
he was free from Ills promise to the
girl at home, so that he might
with a clear conscience, the
pleasure he found in the company
of the one present.
Hut he would
have taken his own life rather than
break the heart of the loving, noble,
faithful Maria. He would stay true
to her at all odds.
But, for all that, there was a pang
In Ithe parting
with Alice Benson
that cast a cloud over his love for
Maria and darkened the pleasure of
g
a cloud that was
his
not to be dispelled altogether
for
many years.
sweet-mannere-

semi-arist-
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the college behind him. His married
life had been happy and prosperous,
hue he had never quite forgotten the
girl be had left in order to keep his
word with his first love.
How lightly the years sat upon
Maria, he thought, as he compared
her to the other wives that were
piesented to him by the old class fel- lows. He half wished that they had
the children
asked him to bring
also. But with this pride in her mid
his family there came a w ish that
he could get u glimpse of Alice be- fore their return.
Suddenly she stood before him.
She had not
Bui how changed!
taken on a matronly beauty like the
dear Maria; she had only grown old.
She seemed to have
Into
shrunk
were deepening1
herself; crowfeet
about the corners of her mouth and
eyes; the knit of her brows and the
petulant dri. p of her mouth told
plainly of fitful temper that had
taken the place of the old gaiety that
he had admired in her. Ho could
scarcely believe that it was Alice.
Certainly there was nothing of interest about her now. He did not
even feel curious to know how she
had come to marry her husband;
though
he did wonder a little
whether trouble had caused her hair
to turn so gray.
He felt an unwonted swelling of
pride as ho Introduced his wife in
turn. He was very attentive to her
that evening, and very tender when
they were alone again in their hotel.
When he had helped her remove her
wiaps he suddenly surprise,) her by
clasping her In his arms.
"Dear old girlie," he murmured,
a
he kissed her twice, with unusual
ai dor; "there Is no such another
woman as you in the whole world,
I know."
O
A
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H. H. Hudson.
"Lawyers have some queer experiences," mused a well known member of the profession the other evening, as he touched a match to an
r
cigar and a:td dressed a
friend seated at the table beside

after-dinne-

him.
"A little scene occurred
office
several" years ago

In

my
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. I thought the supply of beneficiaries would never end.
"Finally it occurred to me that he
had made no mention of his own
immediate family, and I thought it
rather queer that a man of his personal and financial worth should be
alone in the world, so I mildly
queried, without raising my eyes:
'Where does your wife come in?'
"There was no reply. The silence
1
was startled
became oppressive.
by hearing a sob.
I looked up, and
there the poor fellow sat, while
gieai. tears trickled down his cheeks.
You see I had touched a memory,
for my question had doubtless recalled the lost sweetheart
of his
1
youth.
didn't say anything, but
waited for him to calm himself and
then proceeded with the execution of
the document.
"Ho died a short time after that,
and the terms of the instrument
were faithfully carried out."
After the above narrative,
the
lawyer drew a long; puff at his cigar
and lapsed into Bilence. Nor did he
come out of the spell as moments
lengthened into minutes. His manner was that of one very much absorbed, and his friend noticed a
y
look In his eyes.
oppressive.
The silence
became
Finally the listener ventured;
"Are
you a married man?"
was
response
"Xo."
the slow
of
the attorney, as a tear stole down
his cheek.
Ills questioner
understood
and
was silent.
Another memory
had
been torched.
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ENGLISH

home-comin-

GIVE

US A CHANCE

figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber ln New Mexico.
A large stock
of
dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it is Just aa oheapT
It will pay you to look into this.
To
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Phone 8.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leaa
and the worries fewer.
TOU
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NEED

A
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telephone
The
preserve
your health, prolongs your life
and protect your home.

TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
J. PATTERSON
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ALIJCQUEUOCE. NEW MEXICO.

London, Jan. 2U. The arrival of
the cabinet ministers at Downing
street to attend the first meeting of the cabinet before the assembling of parliament was made the occasion of a public demonstration by
the women suffragists.
The police anticipated trouble and
a large force was present, but the women succeeded iii making their way
inside the residence of Premier
Campbell-Bannerma- n
and five arrests
were made before order was restored.
The suffragists subsequently
were arruigned in the Bow street police court. They refused to give securities for their good behavior and
were sent to prison for three weeks.
Some of the demonstrates adopted
a novel means to prevent being car
lied off by the police. They had at
tached to their belts stout chains,
which when they saw the police
about to lay hands on them, they
quickly threw around the iron rail
ing in front of the building. The po
lice had to break these chains by
force before they could get the wo
men away.

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Convenience - Comfort - Security

MEN

which I
the
shall never forget," continued
attorney.
"One of the Jolllest fel
1
lows
ever saw came to me for
A Cure for M.wry,
the purpose of having his will
mts"I have found a cure for the
heartily
as we
drawn. Laughing
say
ery malaria poison produces,
he
shook hands, he told mo that
R. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "It's
could draw the will as well as I
called Electric Bitters, and comes in
could, but that he wanted a lawyer
50 cent bottles.
It breaks up a cas
to put in the 'saids for him.
of chills or a bllloMs attack in al
most no time; and it puts yellow
"He was wound up for the occalaundice clean out of commission.
sion, and
I wrote several pages
blood
great
tonic mdlcin and
This
without a pause. His estate ran
purifier glvea quick relief in all
Into six figures.
At times he restomach, liver and kidney complaints
ferred to pocket memoranda
for
and the misery of lame back. Hold
guidance, lie seemed to have a
under guarantee at All Dealers.
Brownwell and his wife were at holding ln almost every conceivable
If you want anything on earth, you
a class reunion ln the old asset.
brothers,
He
remembered
can get It through the want columni I tending
DeWltf IJttl Early Riser
years had sisters, nieces, nephews, distant relcollege town. Fifteen
of The Evenlnr Citizen. Wo get
the pest puis Known, sum uy
passed since he left the portals of atives, friends, and benevolent soci O'RIelly
Co.
en-Jo- y,

tsw3sn
mtn&zat.

J Albuquerque

Foundry and

a Yj 1 cs w
Telephone

T.

Machine Works

MALL, Prourlmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars" Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Hmpmlrm on Mining mn$ Mill Mmehlnmry m peimity
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
.
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Uckllng cough, from any cause,

is quickly stopped
by Dr. Snoop's
Cout;h Cure. And it Is so thoroughly harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop
tells mothers everywhere to give it
even to very
without hesitation

Rank Foolishness.
"When attacked by a cough or
throat is sore. It
Is rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New Discovery," says C. O. Eldridge, of Empire, Oa. "I have used New Discovery seven years and I know it is the
best remedy on earth for coughs and
colds, croup, and all throat and lung;
troubles. My children are subject to
croup, but New Discovery quickly
cures every attack."
Known the
world over aa the King of throat and
lung remedies. Sold under guarantee at All Dealers. 60c and $1.60.
Trial bottle free.
cold, or when your

young babes. The wholesome green
leaves and tender stems of a
mountainous shrub, furnish
the curative properties to D. Shoop'a
Cough Cure.
It calms the cough,
and heals the sore and sensitive
No opium,
bronchial membrane.
no chloroform, nothing harsh used
or suppress.
to Injure
Simply a
resinous plant extract, that helps to
heal aching lungs.
The Spaniards
call this shrub which the Doctor
Always
are uses, "The Sacred Herb."
Pal Pinto Well
Dr. Snoop's Cough Cure. All cures and prevent
j. n demand
Druggists.
,
your grocer (or It.
lung-heali-

Utnera' Water
constipation. Aalc
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ON YOUNG WIFE'S SUBCONSCIOUS-

NESS, AMERIAAN SCIENTIST INFLUENCES PRENATALLY

Gross Kelly & Co

FOR MALE CHILD ANO BOY IS BORN

(Incorporated)

Interstate Commission Does Mlssourlan Thought to Be
Not Always Favor For.
mer Ruling.

Dead. Returns After Many
Years' Absence.

Washington, D. C. Jan. 21. One of
the most important decisions that has
been rendered tty the interstate commerce commission for many months
v&s that handed down by Commissioner Clark In the case of the
Supply company against the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway
and other carriers. The decision involves a discussion of the commission' views respecting the long and
short hauls clause of the interstate
commerce act and in the course of
the opinion the commission states
why it cannot always approve of a
lower rate for a short haul than for
a longer one In the same territory.
In the present case the complainant ships rope cable from San Francisco to Independence, Kansas, on
which it charged "5 cents per hun-die- d
pounds, whereas the rate on
such rope cables from San Francisco
common
to the Mississippi river
points is only 60 cents a hundred
decided
pounds. The commission
the
that under the circumstances
to
prejudicial
rate was not unjust or
course
of
the complainant. In the
anthe decision the commission
Important
nounced
the following
findings of interest to shippers and
carriers throughout the country:
Erroneous application of an unlawful rate Is not evidence that a
higher lawful rate thereon la unreasonable.
A rate to one point that does not
permit of disadvantageous competition from a point beyond enjoying a
lower rate does not create unreasonable prejudice as to the one or giva
undue preference to the other.
The commission views with disfavor the maintenance of a lower rate
for a longer haul than for a shorter
one included within the longer, and
the circumstances and conditions obpoint
tained at the more distant
which are relied upon to justify It
must not only be clearly shown to be
substantially dissimilar
from those
prevailing At the lower point, but
also to clearly exercise a potent or
controlling influence In making the
lower rate.
If the influence of competition between points of production In commodities, between carriers and in
rates prevailing at the farther distant point, but not at the nearer one,
ccntrols the estimate of lower rate
of the former, it will constitute such
dissimilarity of circumstances as will
Justify the lower rate for the longer
haul.
Competition in commodities alone,
at the nearer point, will not make
the circumstanced there substantially
simlliur to those at the farther point
where the otner competitive influences ami conditions also prevail.
which
Dissimilar circumstances
Justify under the section calling for
a greater charge for a shorter haul
than for a longer haul will also prevent such rate from constituting an
illegal preference or willing under
section 3.
Upon discovery that shippers have
made a mistake in unlawful rate the
carrier should forthwith pay the difference between such unlawful rate
and the legal rate applicable thereto.

Fairfax, Mo., Jan. 21. When Jac
ob A. Funk alighted from a train at

Bo-val- rd

Cash for gunny sacks, all sizes;
wagon will call for tliem. Phone 10,
1
South FJr St.
K. W. I if.
o
Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for the past two
years with a bad stomach trouble,
a friend gave me a dose of Chamand Liver Tabberlain's Stomach
lets. They did me so much good
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottles in all. Today 1 am well of a bad stomach
Cooper,
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe,
Maine. These tablet are for sale by
All Druggists.
U02-G0-

vkiakt
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Wholesale

Skidmore, Nodaway county, on Wed
nesday of last week, and greeted and
was recognized by his old friends he
was ns one who urose from the dead
the
and could also have enacted
part of Knoch Arden, for the "Philip
Hay" and his wife still reside in the
loin. He could even have done
something more startling than this.
He could have been taken to the
cemetery and been shown the grave
in which his body was supposed to
have been laid more than a dozen
years ago. He did not do this but
left on the first train for Maryville.
where he suddenly appeared before
his sister, Mrs. D. S. Holmes, who
fell that she was confronted by one
from another world.
The story that forms the base of
thise surprises and complications is
!
one,
dating
a somewhat peculiar
back fourteen years. In the spring
of 1 94. Jacob A. Funk, 34 years
old, and Frank Ridge, who was a
younger, were farming on the
In
Early
shares near Skidmore.
April Funk left home In a rickety
r.oadcart, ostensibly for the purpo.--e
of buying seed potatoes. He did not
return and afier many days his
friends decided that he had left the
MRS. H. A. FOLGER
country or that he had been killed.
A search revealed nothing and in
New York. Jan. 21. Will the famAugust, Ridge disposed of his share ily of the future be born to order?
of the crop to the mother
of the Will the child be a boy or girl Just
missing man and went to Kansas as parents will?
City.
hypnoIs It possible by
A IhKly Idcntrilitl lis His.
sis to govern the sex oi children?
More than a year passed, and early May one divide his offspring to suit
In December, 1895. fragments of a his desires?
human body were found hanging to
Scientists have long claimed it to
a tree in a ravine in Atchison coun be possible. They have experimentty about six miles west of Skidmore. ed by various means for many years,
Uther bones, an old valise and some but the final solution has been ever
pitces of clothing were found on the elusive.
ground
nearby.
Attention was at
Dr. Gustav A. Uayer. president of
once directed to the disappearance
the Society for Applied Psychics,
of Funk and some of his relatives claims to have
demonstrated
this
were sure that the body was his. His possibility. Moreover, he backs up
aged father said that he could rec- his claim with the goods.
ognize the skull by reason of the fact
'More
than a year ago, three
that one cheek bone was higher than mi.nths before her marriage,
Dr.
ttm other.
Gayer first subjected Mrs.
H.
A.
The suspicion was aroused that Folger, of 29 East 63rd street, to his
Jacob Funk had been murdered, and h
treatment. A
the question of finding the murderago she gave birth to a boy
er came up. Suspicion pointed to baby.
Kidge,
the partner,
and Sheriff
Mrs. Folger at first wished for a
Shackelford of Atchison county went daughter.
preferHer husband's
to Kansas City and placed him under ence was for a son, and she stubarrest. The warrant was issued by bornly refused to come to his way of
Justice Proud of the township
in thinking.
Later she evinced an
which the skeleton was found, but overwhelming desire for a boy.
Ridge's attorney took a change of
"At the outset," Dr. Gayer exvenue and the case was sent to Fair- plains, "the subject was put to sleep
fax.
Here December 26, 1895, the by hypontlo power, which Is no
preliminary examination was had be- longer a thing about which the enfore Justice Blevlns and Justice Wil- lightened mind raises any question.
son.
More than sixty witnesses had Then I began groping for a hold upbeen summoned, but only
thirteen on her subconsciousness.
were examined.
"I am expounding only an elementary principle when I say that
Hlulge Proved an Alibi.
Kidge proved that he had spent to control the subconscious being Is
to control the whole being. To obthe night previous to Funk's
at Quitman and came back tain such control la the most diffito Skidmore on a train that arrived cult part of the task. It Is the subshortly after Funk had started. As consciousness, the after ego, which
he worked all that day it was shown makes or mars a life.
"For want of a better term you
to have been Impossible
that ho may
call it the dream that is ever
cculd huve committed the deed.
A year or two after this Mrs. Funk with us. The dream of today Is the
A
woman
was. married to
James
Gibbs of reality of tomorrow.
Skidmore and they still reside at about to be married will have a subvery
busy
on
consciousness
that fact.
that place.
was upon this condition that I
As indicated
by
the testimony It
was
to
able
work
toward
final conbrought out in the trial of Ridge,
some mystery seems to be connected trol of her mentality.
"The subconscious self rules the
with Funk.
Since his return he
talks freely, only he refuses to ex- physical phase of the human quanplain why he left so suddenly, mere- tity as well as the spiritual. I proved
tests of Mrs.
ly saying that "he had a cause for this conclusively In
Preceding the first
it." He also refuses to tell where Folger's blood.
he has been and what he has been treatment it indicated 3,500,000 red
I'nder hypnosis nn
doing. It In some way came out that corpuscles.
of 200,oori corpuscles was nothe has been living In Iowa for the
!usi six years and It Is apparent that ed
"These red corpuscles in the blood
he has been prosperous.
His reticence extends not only to his warmest are its elements of virility. Gradualfriends, but to his nearest relatives. ly, under hypnotic suggestion, the
The fact being duly established by number of red corpuscles was
to 5,000,000,
a
condition
his return that the body found hangmonths
ing in Atchison county was not that which obtained for several
pi
of
boy.
birth
the
the
The
of Funk, the question as to who it
gt
blond
eater
the
virility,
the greater
was who was hanged or who committed suicide Is being asked. At the
time llie body was found a slight investigation was made in another di- peare) from the county and was suprection. A young man by the name posed to huve been murdered Is heof Frank Hawkins left Maryvilie in irs slightly discussed and it may be
February, 1S9S, to look for work In that developments that will clear up
Atchison county and has not been the mystery will lie made in the near
heard of. He was an orphan and future.
had been a student of the seminary
u Maryville.
ARE
When the skeleton w n found one SANDIA
'if the party drove his f fit through
the valise, which was also found, liy
BEING DEVELOPED
this careless act he ie: rnyed about
tlie only dew to the o.vuer. for two
litters in the vails.- fell to pieces.
One of these was postmarked "Glen-uoot "iiiMiiuV.s IncorjMiruicil
a ml New
Iowa," and the name "Fred''
Cniup is jrovtiii sialil
a pie! red In i; as well as "dollars"
Illoh Strikes Made.
aid "month." indicating that smie- iii.ng about labor was written. The
OAing to the several rich strikes
o.lier letter was mostly gone, but a
"t It referred to him as Fred which have recently been made in
and mentioned having inclosed 13, the region of the Sandla mountains,
asking him to come back an saying several new mining companies have
that he would get hN hoard and been organised, the most important
cli.thes. This was written in an ef-- r one being the "Sandia Mining and
minnte hand and on the back of Milling Company," which has been
he sheet was the name "J. S. C'hes-ney- organized to conduct '.he work In the
or "Cheney." This letter was Highland Mary mine. The incorporpostmarked Maryville, but the date ators are: Charles Wilfong, of Philadelphia: Allien P. Hunter and J. :.
is Illegible.
Hawkins had friends and at that Elder, of Albuquerque.
time but they were reluctant to look
In addition to the Highland Mary
very deeply Into the matter, thinking mine, the company has also taken
it coul l not be he. Whether or not
ver the Echo group, and work will
he was ever found is not known.
begin as soon as quarters can be proIn the meantime the January term vided for the miners. Colonel Huntf the Atchison county circuit court er, of Albuquerque, has been elected
will convene Monday, the 27th, and agent of the company in New Mexthe matter of the skele'on will be ico.
Chas. O.
The directors are:
resurrected and looked into. At least Wilfong, Albert P. Hunter and J. K.
one othsr case when a man disap- - Elder, of
Albuijueniue;
James B.
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full, gataired one. The lace under
waist mi flounces are of heavy, yellow rilit. embroidered in old pinks
and silver.
I

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

oJy4

WW

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

few-year-

pre-nat-

al

few-day- s

disap-piaran-

d,

A in n k velvet gown Ins a drooping
hnulder arrangement of velvet
'utfe,i with silver doth.
the same
large
a
beautiful fabric forming
t
rosette
the belt. The skirt is a

G rocers

I

K
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AND HER HA BY BOY.

the possibility of the child's being, a
boy.

"Following the marriage I began
the elTort to influence her subconsciousness In favor of a boy baby. I
said to her one day, when she was In
a cataleptic state:
'Anna, your child
win bo a boy.'
There was Instant
resentment of this, for the first wish
of her dawning motherhood was for
a girl,
"In this suggestion I was persistent. Gradually her resistance was
hroken down.
Her subconsciousness
became sympathetic and almost before she realized it her desire for a
daughter was leaving her. Long before the birth of the child her desire
for a boy was ua great as that of her
husband."
Dr. Gayer undertook the experiment upon the condition that he was
to receive no fee unless a boy was
born.
He has collected his bill. The
boy is healthy, fat, well formed and
weighs 10 pounds.

Ilrst (tan of

History's

Gross

Then said Klkanah,

her husband,

to Hannah, why weepest thou, and
why eatest thou not, and why is thy

heart grieved; am I not better to
thee than ten sons.
So Hannah rose up after they had
eaten In Shlloh, and drunk. Now
Eli, the priest, sat by a post of the
temple of the Lord.
And she vowed a vow and said. O
Lord of Hosts, if thou will Indeed
look on the affliction of thine handmaid and remember me and not forget thine handmaid but will give unto thine handmaid a man child, then
1 will give him unto
the Lord all the
days of his life.
.
And It came to pass, us she continued praying before the Lord that
Ell marked her mouth.
And Ell
said: Go in peace
and the God of Israel grant thee
thy petition that thou hast asked of
him.
And the Ijord remembered her
that she bare a son and
called his name Samuel, saying, because I have asked him of the Lord.
'lYoatol Tli. Czarina.
The theory of sex control by prenatal hypnosis, suggestion and Influence has many followers among
old
world scientists. Some years
ago Czar Nicholas of Russia engaged Dr. Schenck, famous psychlst
and specialist of Vienna, to attend
the cz.uina by this treatment.
The
effort In that Instance proved a failure, the czarina giving birth to a
daughter.
Stewart,

of Philadelphia,

Pa.;
S.
Philadelphia; Dr. Ji.
Philadelphia,
arid Chan. H.
Sha., of Xorritfiown, Pa.
Another company has been organized and has purchased the Swastika
group of claims, tux in number, located on the mountain between North
canyon and the level mesa, which
projects into the mountains about
three miles north of Coyote, and
formerly ownvd by J. E. Elder and
Charles Wilfong,
of A lliu(iieriue.
The organization comprises:
Albert
j i
JIunter, It. li. Ward and D. M.
rcrguson, all or .New York City.
Work haji already been started on
the Highland Maiy group and will
undoubtedly commence on the latter
group this week. A new camp, which
has been christened the "Echo' has
sprung up on the mesa and Colonel
Hunter and Mr. Wilfong will use
their influence to have a postofflee
established there.

Ilaitrunft.

H.

Miner,

When

t
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S'omach, Heart, or

Kid-

ney nerves get weak, then these organs al.vays fail.
Don't drug the

stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is him ply a makeshift.
Get a prescrip.lon known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
The Restorative Is prepared expressly far these weak inside nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up wi h Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come.
Free
sample test sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis. Your health Is
surely worth this simple test. All

Dealer.
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LEADERS MEET

PEOPLE jO)(Q) READ

TO DISCUSS

PLANS

Control.
From the first book of Samuel,
chapter 1, verses 8, 9, 11, 12, 17, 19

2.

& Co,

(Incorporated)
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Democrats Will Thrash Out
Matters With Bryan at
Washington.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 21. The
the party
selection of candidates,
platform to be adopted and plans to
win the presidency will be thoroughly discussed at a series of democratic
conferences to be held in "Washington the last week in January. W. J.
Bryan will be here January 25.
Leaders of the party In and out of
congress are to assemble. The situation In detail will be talked over
with the Nebraskan and the future
course of the democracy will be
shaped as definitely as possible.
Democratic thought In the capltol
of late has been concentrated in the
proposition,
"What to do to win."
Many democratic politicians believe
they see the democratic star rising
and have genuine hopes of its early
ascendancy. But nomo of ithem very
positively hold the view that to win
the democracy must take some other
candidate than Bryan. A majority,
loyal to Bryan in the past and at
present, agree that the opinion of
their associates is entitled to serious
consideration.
Nevertheless, it is recognized by
almost all democrats, even by some
of those who would prefer another
man as standard bearer, that Mr.
liryan's rmst services and his existing following establish him as the
leader of the party. They bellove
man could not be
that a new
brought
forward with any remote
possibility of success unless he Is given the united support of the party
and unless a perfect understanding
Is arrived at as to the meaning of
the new candidacy.
Therefore the
sit ua: Ion is to be thrashed out here
with Mr. Bryan himself.
The conferences are to deal with
blunt facts. Reports from the best
available sources are being gathered
from the states regarded s fighting
ground. A minority of democrats,
hailing from the east chiefly, announce n determination to fight Mr.
Bryan In any event. This minority
advocates Governor Johnson of MinDouglas of Masnesota,
sachusetts, and Judge Gray of Delaware, preferred In the order named.
n
Those holding the pronounced
position entertain
the hope
of beating Mr. Bryan by corralling a
d
of the delegates to
scant
the national convention.
The finest Coffee Substitute ever
made, h.us recently been produced by
You
Wis.
Dr. Shoop of Haelne,
don't have to boll It twenty or thirminute,"
ty minutes.
"Made in a
says tile doctor. "Health Coffee" Is
really the closest Coffee Imitation
ever yet produced. Not a grain of
real Coffee In it either. Health Cofis made from pure
fee Imitation
toa.s!ed cereals or grains, with malt,
nuts. etc. Really it would fool an
expert were he to unknowingly
drink il for Coffee. C. N. Urigham.
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ARE, READING

THIS ONE

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANK of COMMERCE
OK ALUUQUERQUK, X. M.
Kxtends to Depositors Every l'roper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President

a--

anti-Brya-

one-thir-

Wi

7

W. S.

STRICKLLR, Vice President and Cashier

W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Haldridge,
O. K. Cromwell.
A. M. Ulackwell,
A llliflUT Health Level.
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began using Dr. King's
New Lifo Pills," writes Jacob Spring"They
er, of West Franklin, Maine.
keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working Jost right."
If these pills
disappoint you on trial, money will
All
be refunded at
Dealers. 25c.

II AMI

DULSSKIt AXI) CHIROPODIST
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors op
posite the Alvarado and next door u
Sturged' cafe,
prepared
to gl
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ln
growing nails.
She gives (nasag
treatment and manicuring.
Mr.
Bambini's own preparation of
Our shirt and collar work Is percream builds up the skin and
fect.
Our "lM).MiTIO HMSill'' Is Improves the complexion, and 1
the proper thing. We lead others guaranteed not to be injurious. 8h
follow.
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
IMPKHIAL I.ACXDUY CO.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
Take DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder removes moles, warts and superfluous
IMIIs.
They promptly relieve back-aeh- o hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
and weak bcri. Sold by J. H. machines. For any blemish of tha
O'Rielly Co.
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
1

com-plexi- on
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VACATION AND REST

F. H. STRONG
STRONG

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico heahn. recreation,
pott or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody dors, and the reasons la obvious.
There you And typical ranch life
with the privations cut out.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
They
hoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.

V

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

t

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

BLOCK

have everything: you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
Moat picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; Rood horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, Jt Jolly good crow- dladles and gentlemen.
ANI YOU CANT SPKXO MORE THAN NINE IKr,TiAR.S A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Cltlsen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.
rs

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
s

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT
SUBSCRIPTION RATKH
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Om
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Kntrrnd
Aot of

CXmgrewa

a

matter at tlie

of March S, 1871.

dresskr

with your brass
bed. Why? Because it's convenient and at the same time arturtic,
yet our price for It Is far from prohibitive If your income In beyond that of a day laborer's. Will you see it? Admission fee nil.

0

oitr llmlu

'u.ciK

RUGS

is the swellest thing you can put In a bedroom

.'....... M

by mail in advance
by mail
month by carrier witiiln
bmmiUi

mm sncnnd-clan- s

FURNITURE,

WE SELL FURNITURE

Puntoffloe of Albuquerque, N. M.,

Tim only IHuHtratod dally nowsimprr In New Mexico and tlie beat
medium of Uie SouUiwtv.
THJB ALBCQrBRQrK CITIZEN 18:
The trading Kepobllcan doily and meekly newspaper of the Southwest.
';
The advocate of ll publican principle and Ute "Square Peal."

No other food deteriorates so
rapidly as tlie Oyster. Its habitat la
tlie ocean. It requlu coolness and
ahwilute freedom from exposure to
the air in order to retain Its delicate
flavor ami Its wholesomrneHs. SEAL-SHU- T
OYSTERS arc brought direct to us from the clioloen beds of
America. Tliey are shucked Into
porcelain raxes, sealed and packed In
,
which never comes In contact
with the oysters. Tlie use of tlie
KcaNlilpt carrier Is the secret of
their superiority.

TBI AliBrQrEUQCE
:

CTTTZEN HAS:
The finest equipped job department In New Mexico.
by
The la text reports
Associated Pro and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

.

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO

Evidently the city physician will have a few things to explain before he

gets done with

DEALERS: We especially desire to call your attention

o our large line of Walking
and Sulky Plows, Scotch u Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye mower the strongest
most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, and
especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Si udebaker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REPAIRS: We carry complete
stock of
repairs for our line of goods

one paid

dixease.

Implements

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

It.

Philadelphia newspaper man died from heart

, A

Farming

suddenly.

.Of course it's Just possible that we may have to fight Japan, but It's easy
to see who'a doing the worrying not I'ncle Ham.

Prices the Lowest

The prisoner who escaped from an Albuquerque policeman yesterday,
must have been an
When he tried to hide, he promptly took to

Aha boards.

Connecticut man made $500,000 In a county store.

' A

the railroad president who refused to become a clerk

4Ult claiming praise for his foresight.

In

It's time

now for
to

SAY

CITY

PHYSICIAN'S

a country store

CHARGES WERE

t

by a cave

The miners who spent a month and a half buried In the earth
la e the mine In which Yhey were employed didn't know there was a
cial Stringency. It's an ill wind that blown nobody good.

finan-

T

The city council should make a thorough Investigation of the charges
xgalnst the city physician. If any medical man would take advantage, even
no escape,
"under the law, of a condition of affairs from which there
than he. ought to be relegated to the hasbeens and relegated quickly. Serious
Illness is bad enough when It comes and costs enough under ordinary conditions, without an exorbitant taxation for a medical service which any Intelligent person could perform satisfactorily. If the city rhyslclan or any other
physician has been holding up people in this city by charging excessively for
fumigation, then the city council cannot find it out too quickly. The recent
contagious disease scare, which was not of serious proportions, did not warrant nor demand such strenuous medical attentions as to Justify some of the
slUs It la said the city physician charged. However, the public will willingly
withhold judgment on the case pending a hearing, but it should be had at
once, for there have been rumors of this sort of thing for lo, these many
anohtna, and they should be looked into.
i

The band concert by the Elks Band, under the direction of Marcellus C.
Grady, the. new leader, which waa given In the park Sunday afternoon,
pleased one of the largest crowds that ever assembled In the park on such
a occasion. 'The city should take- - steps to hae such a concert .in the park,
very Sunday afternoon.
The Elks' band Is the beat musical organization
Albuquerque ever had end it" will Improve with age. ' The- people want some
place to" go for recreation on Sunday afternoons where they can be entertained. The Citizen can think of no better and no more Innocent amuseThe few
ment than good music by a good band in a pretty little park.
4ollara that It would cost to have such a concert every Sunday, would be
welt spent Santa Fe has a band which plays In the plaza there every Sunday afternoon and evening. (Roswell also has a band 'which gives Sunday
Why should this city be longer without such a form of popular
orioorta.
entertainment when it has a band which. It is a pleasure to hear? Let the
lty council give the matter attention.
-

,

JJfte Difference
,

.

d
man who, by the way, has made his
Tha .other day an old,
little pile and has plenty of It left stopped on the street and engaged In a
lively game of marbles with a group of small boys.
The old man played with the enthusiasm of youth and hopped about as
gray-haire-

I

"

lively as the youngest in the crowd. He couldn't shoot straight and never
a game, but apparently he enjoyed the sport, although. It cannot be said
,,
.. tiat his youthful companions extended any too cordial a welcome. .
Tavy were good little boys, however, and respected old age, but It took
long to finish :i game when "grandpa" played."'
j t o awful
A paaserbv saw the old man and remarked te a friend: "Look at old
. Mr. Blank rlaylng marbles.
Isn't that nice of him? Just vs much of a boy
I don't '.Ike. t see men grow, oid."
miercr,;
t""
(The same teerby proceeded on h's way and H haned that he passed
?Uia shop of a local blacksmith. In the back yard of the smithy's place, sev-- ;
ersjj young men were engaged in pitching horse shoes. With them was a
ragged old. fellow, whose hair was gray but whose eyes were bright and on
whose cheeks there still shone the color of a second youth.
He was pitching horse shoes with as much dexterity as the younger men.
"Look at old Mr. Dash," said the passerby. "There he Is pitching horse
Daeea.
He never had a dollar and I guess he never will, but he can still
afford to play with the boys. Some men never do grow up."
The passerby smiled contemptuously aud went his way.
That's all that was said, but the difference was quite plain. This little
episode has no moral unless you want to make one, but In- the words of
Shakespeare,, whq In his time said a whole lot of clever things, " 'TIs passing
strange." U g goes the world and it makes a difference.
.

1
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Bryan's
as

OfflciaC

4c6

The New York World does not love Bryan and it voices Its displeasure
of half of democracy in an editorial- Id which it

welL as the displeasure

cleverly' but scathingly scores the Nebraskan for his assumption of the official
Job of spokesman for the democratic party and the American people In gen-

eral.

The World's editorial Indicates plainly the division that exists among the
democrats and their lack of ability to get together so long as Bryan still continues to force his candidacy upon that party.
Speaking of the opening of the Bryan movement In New York, the World
ays:
The launching of the Bryan boom In thU state had been extensively
avertksed for Thursday night at Cooper Union. All the talent was Imported.
Senator Jefferson Davis, of Arkansas, es they say on Broadway, was the head-Use- r.
.

fteoator Davis, as he proved to the senate last week, U a great orator.
"After the meeting had adopted a
At Cooper Union he met all expectations.
resolution declaring the rank and file of the democrats In New York to be
nnanlmously in favor of Mr. Bryan's nomination for president, Mr. Iavis
financial magnates" of this country
pounded the trusts branded the "fifty-on- e
s pirates, thieves and robbers, threatened John D. Rockefeller with stripes
to help "him drive the money
jd appealed to Senators Piatt and Depew
power out of the senate.
"If I can say but a word," he added, "to further
the Interests of the greatest man this country has eer produced William
Jennings Bryan I shall feel proud and satisfied. We need and mut have
each a.mAu to save this great republic."
At h other end of the line the same night, at Lincoln, Neb., Mr. Bryan
He Bpoke In the name of the 80.000,-- 0
addresxed a democratic dollar dinner.
One of Mr. Bryan's favorite
the democrats as against the aristocrats.
mouthpiece of the 80.000,000,
occupations is serving as the
among whom the voters, whenever they had the opportunity, have disowned
Mr. Bryan's right to represent them.
The substance of Mir. Bryan's Lincoln speech was that "the paramount
money, but shall this government
tkue Is not the tariff, railroads,la labor orpolitician
out for office but will any
not a
be run for the few?" There
to say that his mind works
the same thing. it would be unfHlr to Mr. Bryan
a wildly as Senator Davis', but bo long as he Is out of the White House he
annot conceive that this government can be run for the people.
Certainly the result of his perpetual candidacy is to Insure its being run
It will continue to be so run If the demoby a republican administration.
renominating
cratic convention at Ienver should commit the supreme folly of
Ho long as he deals In the frothy generalities of a demagogue and
him.
xerts his influence to keep in the background such practical and pressing
.measures of reform and relief as tariff revision and sound currency, he will
vrtt the seeds of dissension among democrats and hasten for their party an
other harvest of distrust and defeat

P

Quality the Best

Write for Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.

Complaints Made by Brother

Practitioners are Referred
to Board of Health.
The indications are that the com
plaints filed before the city council
last night against the City Physician
Cams are Just the beginning of the
troubles of that official.
filed last night
The complaints
were made by brother physicians and
apparently were of an ethical nature
as well as a question of law.
complaints to be
The additional
made against the city physician at
the approaching meeting of the city
council will come from citizens, who
say they have been overcharged for
fumigation and other proresslonal
work done by the city physician in
connection with email pox cases.
Last night at the council meeting
the physicians complaining that the
city physician exceeded his authority
chief
were Dr. James . H. Wroth,
surgeon for the eanta iFe, and one of
the oldest practitioners of the city.
and Dr. M. K. Wylder. surgeon for
the American Lumber company.
Dr. Wroth presented two sworn af
fidavits to support his complaint. In
these affidavit Frank Hay and Ern
est Marrlson, both of lawful age, narrated the circumstances surrounding
a case In which Dr. Wroth was the
attending physician. Dr. Wroth desired to have the exclusive care of
his patient and also the fumigation
of the house of his patient, who wa
an employe of the Kanta Fe. and
whose medical attention was paid for
by the Santa Fe hosplral department.
The city physician learned of the
case and insisted that It was his duty
to fumigate the patient's house and
did so and made a charge allowed by
law for the same.
The charge made by Dr. Wylder
bordered on the sensattonaly. It was
made verbal and was pointed in
character, as to conduct of the city
physician. Dr. Wylder said that Dr.
Carns quarantined a former patient
Of his, claiming that he had the small
pox, and charged the patient $75 lor
medlcul attention and IS for fumiga
tion.
Dr. Wylder said that the man nev
er had the small pox. He said that
the disease was of a more loathsome
nature and that while the man's face
waa broken out and scabbed It had
not the appearance of small pox.
He said that when he told the pa
tient that the disease was not nmull
pox but something else, the patient
became dissatisfied end went to Dr.

yruptfTgs

examining the case,
After
Cams called Dr. Wylder up over
the telephone and reprimanded him
severely for letting a case of small pox
Cams.

Dr.

go so long without
Dr. Wylder further

proper attention.
d
a!d that the
more scabs on his face when he
left Dr. Cams' care than when he
went to Mm and that If the case was
small pox It was far from cured.
Dr. Cams spoke in his own defense and requested the council to
permit the reading of a statement
made by the patient himself. After
reading the statement. Dr. Wylder in
vlted the council Into another room
to see the patient himself.
On a motion of Alderman Neusiadt
the matter in both Instances was referred to the City lward of Health.
The Board of Health will hold a special meeting tomorrow afternoon at
whloh the compfalnts will be given
consideration.
Charges Exhorbltant
The complaints to be made against
the city physician by private citizens
will charge that exorbitant charges
have been made for fumigation and
that quarantines have been needless
ly made.
.
Alderman Beaven received a com
plaint this morning from Peter Oull- lion, proprietor Of the Savoy hotel.
Mr. Oullllon said that the city physician charged him $75 for fumigating
his hotel, $10 for fumigating his bar
room and $10 for fumigating the
restaurant In connection with the
hotel. Mr. Gulllon said that the city
physician said at first that the bill
would be $150 but afterward lowered
It to $55. 'Mr. Oullllon said that the
house was not completely sealed up
when fumigated and that the city
physician was only employed from
about 6 o'clock to 10 o'clock in the
evening doing the work. Mr. Oull
llon also complained that (he city
physician subjected some of his
guests to
unnecessary baths
and
charged them $2 each. A bichloride
bath has an intrinsic value of five
cents, as for as cost 13 concerned.
Mr. Gulllon also Complains that the
bed clothing which was taken from
his place Is now being used at the
pest house but that he has not received any remuneration
for the
same.
Wants l"ny for Vaccinating School
Children.
According to Dr. 'J. F. Pearce,
county physician, becau.se Superin
tendent Stroup did not have school
children all vaccinated before the
late smallpox scare, and because the
mayor personally agreed that the city
would stand half of the expense of
vaccinating the school children of
Barelas, the city is indebted to him
to the extent of $74. The bill was
not allowed by the council lant night
on a motion made by Dr. Harrison.

WOMEN ARE CATS
SAYS OHIO JUDGE

Cleveland, Jan. 21. Clearing his
women
ccurtroom of two' hundred
assembled to listen to testimony
anent grillroom dinners and dancing
on a table, brought' out In the divorce
suit of Horace Mitchell agntnst Helen
Mitchell, Judge Keeler today declared:
"All women are cats. They will
turn suddenly on their best frlend-and spit and claw and scratch them.
Moot of the women I ordered from
the room came to hear testimony
agaiiiHt Mrs. Mitchell.
"A woman is peculiar. There are
few real friendships among women
bfcause they always are waiting for
a chance to criticise their acquaintances.
"A divorce trial Is always attractive to women. They come to hear of
grillroom escapades
they
because
probably never have been in one.
They come to aatl.-.t-e
their curiosity
about things they know nothing of."

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
New York Metal Mnrkit.
Now York. Jan. 21. Lead quiet.
f3. 7044. 75; lake copper quiet 13
4i'14; Silver D5V4C
St. IxtuiH

SH'l(--

6t. Louis, Jan.
steady J4.50.

21.

r

Qsslsfs one in ovetxxmm

habitual constipation
permanently. To got its
ocnejiciol ejjects buy
e genuine.

JCALFORNIA

Jig Simup Co.

SOU) WUA0IH0 DRUCGiSTVSW rBOTfU

THE KLKS' HAND.
KVKNIXJ, JAM'AHV
22, IN T1IK KlJtS' HAM, 1UMKM.
THK WHOM-- : HAND WIIJ- - UK IN
KVJUKNCK. ADMISSION J5 IKNW
LDli.S riCKK.
DAXCK

11Y

KIN'ril.Y

MISS

LJKIJ-fT,b-

r.
.

C.

I4.A-CHL-

of Kno Conservatory, Gnles-burand pupil of Madame lies
Burr, of Chicago, teacher of singing.
AJdress, $17 South Arno street.

g,
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All Under One Management

Market.
Spelter market

The Oxford Hotel

New York Money Market,
York, Jan. 21. Money on
call easy, 2 4ji2i4 per cent; prime
mercantile paper 6H 7 per cent.

American Plan 216 North Second

Chicago I'tikIiicc Market.
July 98
Wheat May.
iCorn May 60HS; July 59

$2.00 Per Day

JCew

102;

5H.

Oats
Pork
I.ard

'Klb

52;

Special Rates by the Week or Month

.'

45.

July
Jan. $1265; May 1S.17.
Jan. $7.70; May $7.95.
May
$7.00
Jan. $6.67;
May

7.02&.
(lilcuxo IJvCHtock.
Chicago, Jan. 21. Cattle receipts,
4T0O. Market weak. Beeves $3.60
6.10; cows and heifers
$1.404.60;
calves $5.0016.75; westerns $3,700
4.60; stockers and feeders
$2.50"o

Centrally Located, Modern, Well Furnished.
Most Attractive and Convenient Place in the City.

The Oxford Buffet

4.60;

A la Carte ServiceWith Oxford Hotel

$5.255.20.

Positively the Finest Imported and Domestic

Sheep receipts 12.000. Market weak
Westerns $3.25 5.60; yearlings $5.00
Ki'5.90; lambs $5.25 Q) 7.20;
western
CtoKlnir Stocks.

,

Atchison

.

.

Preferred

87
98

.i

New York Central

Pennsylvania
Southern Pucinc
Union Pacltlc
(Preferred
Amalgamated Copper
U.

Wines. Liquors and Cigars

72

i

That the Market Affords.

(114

75

Buffet Lunch

124
82
49
29
93

S. S

Preferred

KajiHtm txt y TJvoitock.
Kaunas) City, Jan. 21. Cattle re
ceipts 13.000. Market Hteady. Southern steer9 $4.004.80; southern cows
$?.00ifi 3.75;
stockers and feeders
$3.40ti'4.75; bulls $2. 201? 4.10; calves
$3.756.75; western steers $4.00
.25; western cows $2.754.25.
Sheep receipts 6,000. Market steady
to 10 cents lower. Muttons $4.26
5.50: lumbs $6.00C6.7C: range weth
ers $4.5006.00; fed ewes $4.00414.80

It U very important and in fact
It is absolutely necessary to health
that we give relief to the atomach

promptly at the first signs of trouble.
Take something once in a while, especially after meals: something like
KODOL for Dyspepsia and Indiges
tion. It will enable your stomach to
do Its work properly. Sold by J. H.
O'Rielly Co
Our line of Boys Seamless ahoe
excels by far in wear anything offered in this city at the same price.
Heavy calf uppers, strong aolea, well
made. 9 to 13. $1.25; 1 to 2. $1.50:
2
$1.75
to
C. LY'S KIIOK STORK,
314 Wwl Central Ave.

SKILLED SERVICE

RATES REASONABLE

The Home Restaurant
Table de
Large,

Hote207 West

Gold

Room, Prompt. Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte-

d

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper
PATRONIZED

25c
35c
35c

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

6 to 9
12 to 2
5:30 to 7:30

BY THE BEST PEOPLE OF THE CITY

The Myers Rooming House
904 South Third

E,

s

acts entlyet promptly ontke bowels, cleanses
he system ejjectually

go.

Wholetalm and Retail

pa-ha-

:

All

Mcintosh; hardware

Cough Caution
rTerer, posit) velr never polsao your luntt. If rati
wi should
slmpl cola only
ouih oTtiu
always beal, sooths, sad east ths irritated brao.
it
bllndlr
Ikin't
htl tutu.
umml with
stupofylug poiiou. It's Hwurs bow J2JE1 things
Dr. Shoos
twenty
Bnslly eonM about. For
bueoottautly wsraed peoplsnotto takseoosa
prwcrlptlons
eootalnlna Opium,
sniztuns er
llula
And now
Chloroiorm. or simll&r pulton.
' Put It on theUbeL
Congress
lata thouah
Ml
II polsous srv In your Couth Mixture." Good I

ran

Vr tool Hma.rurforth.'eTarrreaatnmo'lieim.
inaUt oo having Vt. Bboop'l
tod other, shouldpoleoo
susrss on Dr. Bboop's
Cough Cur, ho
UVj. ai1 nona In tha nadlcllM. elee it UUSt bf
Ww beoatbelbel. and il l not only ssle. but it
i
fte md to be by tuoee met mown dsh.
huiithen.

Tke Boehsace
marksble couih remedy.
.lik w.- -i rMMrvA. Itill at OH hsvllld
Vt. Bhoop'i Couth Cure. Compare CMlullf tlie
pr. uhoop psckste with other and cot tlx
dirts eure. Vo poison bars there I Yov OM
always be oa toe emie HQ py mwnnint

Dr. Shoop's

Cough Cure
"ALL DRUGGISTS

Largest Rooming House in the City
Elaborately Finished Throughout, Thoroughly
Modern, Handsomely Furnished, Home-Lik- e
and Comfortable Rooms.

Rates Reasonable

Management of M. F. Myers
a trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and sold.
Located at 121 North Third street Ooods called lor and delivered on
The only real steam cleaning plant in short notice. Phone 4(0.
the souitiwest. W. are now better
prepared than ever before to clean
WANTKD a
suaa $10,000
on
anything that la cleanable. Ia clean flTHt class buHlneea property, at 8
ing, pressing and repairing clothes, per cent. A. Moutova, 215 W. Cotrf
we take the front aeat. All we ask avenue.
TUORXTOX, TIIK CLEANER.

Is

Nt'AItV

It,

ALCUQUEKQUE

IMS.

EVENING
V

REASONS WHY

CITIZEN.

PAGK F1VM.

., x

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

M

IN ORDER TO REDUCE OUR LARGE STOCK OF

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

PrHy

Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

NAVAJO BLANKETS

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the mpst exacting ever enacted.

Previous to removing to our new location, No. U 5 West Central
Avenue, we will offeri

J. H. ORielly,

Joshua S. Reynolds,

TRY THE

NEW SHOE STORE

Also our entire stock of Curios and Novelties will be offered ridiculously low until alterations have been completed at our new store

NEXT DOOR TO POST OfflCE

our PATRICIAN

SHOE

ALBERT FABER

An exceptional opportunity
to secure Genuine Bargains

For Ladies will please you.
They cannot be surpassed.
Simpier-Clar-

A handsome weathered oak
Library Table will do much
to make the library look better. We have them in all sizes
We also carry a good variety
in Golden Oak. Prices from
$5 to $40.

SIZE 4x6 FEET, AT $10.00
u
12.00
5x7 U

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

308-31- 0

Shoe Cs.

k

Library
Tables

omcmomomomomcmcmomomcmomom
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BENNETT INDIAN STORE

The Fashion Cafe

a

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Just above Central Avenue

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
,

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR DOWN
TOWN LUNCH OR REGULAR MEALS

a. PUTNEY

L.

109 NORTH FIRST STREET

213 SOUTH SECOND STREET

lTT.TATT.lI!.

Carries the largest and Most Uxcloetve 8tock ot Staple Groceries
the Southwest.

I
,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
PREPARING FOR COMING TRAIN

CREW

SPENDS 'FRISCO

SHRINERS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. Mt

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ARE

motomomo9omomjmomoomomomom

We will serve everything the market
affords. We aim to make our meals
so good that you will become a regular patron of the place.

OF EXCURSION

TEN DAYS IN

SPENDING DAY IN

TRAIN

BOHAR

ALBUQUERQUE

OeK)e0X)0Oe00Oe0

GOOD SIGHT

Is a Priceless Possession, and
you should not allow your eyes
nt
to be treated except bya
optician or occulist I
will tell you free just what.
I can do for your eyes, and
com-pete-

Will All Because Brakeman Had Jolly Crowd of Mnety-Thre- e
People of Mountain
Orthe Smallpox-Hand- ed
Homeward Bound From;
Hand Boosters Home Made
ders on End ti Stick.
Pilgrimage to Mexico.
Doughnuts and Coffee.

Catering for Private Parties, Banquets, Home
Receptions, etc., a Specialty
.2

David N. Combs, Proprietor

The news of the coming of the
Albuquerque Business M'Cn'e Trade
exturMon is the chief topic of conversation at the towns along
the
Santa Fe cut-o- ff
at present, accord-Into a man who arrived In the city
lat night from a trip over the new
lln-- .
Every town of any consequence
frm Helen to Texlco is preparing to
give the excursionists a reception.
The mode of these receptions will
vury from banquets to automobile
rides and smokers. The citizens of
Mountainalr, the new town on Abo
pass, the highest place on the new
ure going to feed the boosters
lemonade, dnuxhnuts and coffee with
real cream In It. and If the present
plane are carried out, the excursion
ttnln will be swnthei in evergreen
mid mistletoe and each booster Wltl
Upi sent on his way with a sprig of
rltletoe pinned In the lapel Of his
oj at .by one nf the rarely beautiful
ladles of the Ozone City. The coffee
!Ui(l doughnut banquet will be served
Hopkins chapel, the new church
at .Mountainnir.
The excursion train, according to
the schedule now under consideration, will arrive in Mountainalr about
11 o'clock in the forenoon.
At Willard. the Hub City of the
Bftnncl-a- l
valley, the preparations
for a reception have long been under consideration. The train will arrive in Willard, according
to
the
contemplated schedule, between
12
and 1 o'clock. The. entire population of Willard will form a reception
committee to entertain the Boosters
while there, with a brigade, of pretty women for which th
Estancla
valley la noted, in the receiving line.
While the people of Willard have not
fully decided Jut what they will do
to the Boosters, It In safe to say that
the visitors will be given a snost cordial reception and will be kept busy
the three hours the train stops there.
The people along the new rwad are
fully If not more enthusiastic about
the excursion than the business men
rf Albuquerque.
EJvery town along
the line looks forward to the forming of the train as a signal for a
nollday. It Is said that a barbecue
awaits the Boosters in several places.
s;

PHONE 279

8
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THE FINEST

FRUITS

CEauinuLos

Gano, Lauver,

Furnace,
Mixed.

Nil'
CLEAN GAS COKE.
H
SMITHING WAU
NATIVE KINDLING
FOR CASH ONLY.

WO O D

Bellflower, Sheepnoae q

Dates, Fgs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

telephone: ti.

E

LYLE
1

lcmp

ANTHRACITE

ON THE MARKET

APPLES

COAL

AMERICAN BLOCK.

Post Office Opposite

ZXZXl
CXXXXXXXOCXXXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

W. H, HAHN & GO.

Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

MRS.M.E. NORRIS

Home

Cooking
AT
The
Columbus
Hotel

110

EattCoal Avenue

NOTICE.
Albuquerque, X. M.
I have two hundred acre of lajd
to break and level in the vicinity of
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Any ene
desiring the contract to break or
level said land write or rail on me.
FRANK A. UVBBESJU
Office No. H4. Cor. Second and
Copper.

oaoooaocoooaoioaec

THEN UP TOVN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest

ani Oldest Place in the Gty,

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited.

Telephone

J

036, and

Goods will be Delivered at once

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
AH New Tables, and First

Qus Treatment

CRAD1 & GIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

rd.

Receiving train orders on the end
of a stlok and spending ten days under Quarantine iu a Santa. F box car,
with no communication with the outside world was the unique and rather
painful experience of a train crew
released from bondage at Helen la-night.
It all happened because a brake-ma- n
became infected with smallpox
about two weeks ago, Just before he
was ordered out on hU run. However. It was not known, that his mal
ady was the much dreaded disease
until after the remainder of the crew
had gone out. When the doctor dis
covered the nature of his patient
illness he Immediately gave orders
that the entire train crew be quaran
tined. Grders were sent out along
the line to overtake the crew. These
orders were something
like this:
"Crew on No.
has the small pox;
Turn engine and bring crew and caboose to (Belen. Track clear."
When conductor Heed, who had
charge of the crew, went to the depot at Alountulnalr to get his order,
he was handed them on the end of a
stick, and he thought that the operator "had 'em." He was the one
that "had 'em."
The orders were obeyed and on
the return trip to Belen, when
station wns approached, the people
around it left for the timber. At
Helen every member of the crew was
herded Into a box car, where they
remained until last night when they
were pronounced
out of danger.
The brakeman who had the disease
Is convalescing.
xt

Traveling In style as the people ot
San Francisco so well know bow to
do, a party of t
Shrinetra, members of Islam Temple of tne Golden
Gate city, arrived in Albuquerque
this morning from the south in two
palatial Pullman cars.
"We have been to the City of Mex
ico to
Institute a temple of the
Shrine," said a member af the party,
'"and we ere now heaieward bound.
The trip has been a most enjoyable
one. At the Mexican capital we were
Joined by a train load of Shrlners
from the east, and assisted by tfllui
trlous Potentate George Filmer. Eu
gene Korn and Clarence Wolf, of
our part. Imperial
Potentate Pet
Clayton, of m. Joe, Ma.. Instituted the
new temple. President Dlas, of the
Republic of 'Mexico, was one of the
charter members. The new temple,
which will be known as Anexeh
Temple, started with thirty members.
It was the fourth temple to be established. In Mexico. We were the guests
of President Dlax trvd were given a
most royal reception.
The Native Sons are seeing Albuquerque today, - Tonight the party
will leave lor
the Grand Canyon.
with the expectation of reaching San
Francisco y the i4th trt the month.
The party left Fan Francieoo on
the 6th of January. Ilam Temple,
ot San Francisco Is one of the largest temples in the United States having a membership of 3.704.

rnmm.
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4)uerque.
The attention of the humane officers of the city has been frequently
called to the manner in which several drivers cruelly treat their horses
by very high- checking
and then
hitching them and compelling them
te etand for hear with their heads
so high that they must suffer great
torture, and some are so thoughtless
as to put the hitching strap over the
check lines thereby causing additional suffering. It is to b hoped that
simply calling attention to this
practice will be sufficient to
cause Its discontinuance, and that
the humane officers will not be compelled to appeal to the law governing such cases.
E. 8. STOVBK.
Humana Officer.
Albuquerque, X. it., Jan. 17, 108.

C. H.

CHEAP

Kkk tiie large Ifimp

(fern to

bw GatiMYvd

Confederals.

KVum

up by

a

h

114

JSoSTSi..

OfsOfX3CO0X5fXD0X3000
TUB NEXT BIG EVKNT IS THE
PAXCE TO HE GIVEN BY THE
KIjKS' HAND WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 23, IN THE ELKS'
BAIJi ROOM. MUSIO WILL BE
BY THE ENTIRE
lURXISHED
HAND, AND A FINE TIME LOOKED FOR. ADMISSION . 75 . CENTS
AND LADIES FREE.
,

KODOL is the best remedy known
today for dyspepsia. Indigestion and
all troubles arising from a disordered stomach. It Is pleasant, prompt
and thorough. Sold (by J. H. O Rielly
Co.

o

Are you looking ror somemtngT
the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

Stop and Figure
The amount of time saved in
your office by the us of Rubber Stamps, Daters, etc., ..

Then Order.

H. S. LITHGOW
BOOK-BINDE-

.

'

ELKS THEATER
THURSDAY, Jan, 23
The Popular Play

Thoroughbred
Tramo

'
persisted In kicking
coal from cars passing through the
lower Santa Fe yards for his friends
An intellectual story of how a
to pick up and carry away to their
college man went wrong.
homes to bum, a native, Frank
Garcia by name, was fined S In
Judge Craig's court this morning and
ABUNDANT COMEDY
cautioned by the court that If he did
so again, the penalty for the second
EXTRAVAGANT SCENIC DISPLAY
offense would be more severe,
It Is believed that Garcia was in a
CATCHY VAUDEVILLE
NEW FOUNDATION
way an accessory to the theft of sevPrices 35c, 60c and 76c. Seats on
eral tons of coal, but the offense was
sale at Matson'a
of such a nature that absolute eviWednesday, Jan.
FOR CURIO ROOM
dence that he was gunvy could not be It, 1901.
secured by the turning of state's evidence by other equally guilty.
The plan was a very clever one
IhUUfcug Had no Much Watr 1?im1ct
P. MATTEUCCI
and worked like a charm until by
It tiiat It Mado People
S.-chance
culprit
was
caught.
the
Gar
Hint.
STORE AND REPAIRS
cia would mount a loaded car In the SHOE
lower
yards
lumps
and
kick
coal
of
Work of placing the Alvarado cuto the ground, where later. It was
rio building on a new vacation was
found and appropriated by coal plck- To Cum a Cold In One Day.
begun this morning by a large force
LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine rs.
of men. The wood
105
foundation of Take
money If
Tauietn. Druggists
the building had become weakened It fails to cure. E.refund
(1 ROVE'S
W.
FEE'S
DELICIOUS
CHOCOHOT
signature Is on each box. tic.
from constant dampness.
LATE. WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
"We have had so much water under the building at times that it
made us tea sick to walk through it,"
W. R. Orendorff, Mgr.. 120 West Gold
said Manager Schweitzer this mornTHE
ing.
Tills Week
The building will b raised on jack
BIG
MOVING
PICTURE SHOW
screws and the woo J "foundation
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
wkh brkk. sufficiently high
above the ground t permit
Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex FUnfkofa 'Rootlof:
every Saturday; complete change of
.
ItOCGJI DRT.; "'
program Thursday;
grand amateur
Do you know what tilth 'means? If
carnival Friday night.
Alboqoer qoc, New Mexico
First and Marqcxtte
pot ask our drivers to explain it to
A
few
seats, JOo; do
choice
front
you
raise In yrlces.

Beratuse

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

Carnos, Oph. D.

ONE WAY OF

NOTICE
To Ownnr and Drivers of Home
W till in tlm City limits of AJIiu.

EXAMINATION FREE

O

;

Green Front
North First Street

CRYSTALTHEATRE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

"WJrte.rt,

R

.

RUBBER STAMP MAKER
Phonm 924 312 Oold A veil

ALBL'QUERQUE-ESTANCI-

I

A

AUIUMUBILt: LUMPANY
Automobiles daily to points ta
the Estancla Valley. Special can
to Oolden, Ban Pedro and. at bar
points.
Automobiles for rent by (be?
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trla
tickets to Hstanola and return mmj
exchange them for hourly sarvlc
In the city or other paintsv '
re
For further Information
at the General Ticket oCBae
and garage, 408 W. Copper sjva.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Phone f
tm-qul-

Its.

.,

.

Follow the Crowds

and pick up a few of the many keep- gains in just the things you need asvar
$1.50 men's corduroy pants nw
Beys' 0 and 60c corduroy panta
else 4 to I
Beys' knee pants
... Set
Its
'Men's bib overalls
Men's heavy ribbed underwear. . St
Ladles' heavy ribbed underwear
Children's heavy ribbed underwear
and Se
25c and S5o glass bowls
1
Cotton blankets
See our circular for hundreds mt
other bargains.

tt

la

..lc

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North

Consult

a

Reliable

Dentist

js.
Gr IT

Full Set of Tretfa
$1.50 ap
Gold FlUing
Gold Crowns
$a
ralnktN Extracting .... Me

.nil
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dus. oopp
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mix.

REACTIONARIES
INCLINED TO
QUARREL

thai Mr. Towers will be at the head
of the aggressive
friends of Taft,
who expect to gain ror him more
than a majority of the delegates In
the New Kngiand states. The Taft
movement already has made such
progress that Senator Murray Crane,
who hart been depended upon to hold
New England for the reactionaries,
has been forced to withdraw his opposition to Taft and will make no
oppostion to him in Massachusetts.
A majority of the men who are named as delegates from Massachusetts
already
have been agreed, upon.
s
of them are Taft men.
Michigan beet susy.r m.:n
not
oppose the candidacy of Secretary
Taft for the presidency. The Philippine tariff bill which will be urged
by Secretary .Taft this year contains
the provision suggested In the last
congress by Senator Curtis. The
treasury statistics nj v lint the Importations of
frim t!ie phllllp-plne- s
have averaged something less
than 250 million pounds annually.
It is now proposed to limit the free
importation to this amount, with Importations In excess of that figure to
be subjected to the regular duty. This
decision was reached some time ago.

masters as well as of the best of our
modern composers. The selection
from Lucia dl Lammermoor and the
Fantasia Hungarian being rendered
In excellent manner.
The above mentioned numbers contain some beautiful melodies as solos
for the various Instruments, as well
as being full of good rich harmony.
It was something out of the usual
for a local band to .jy this class of
music. Most generally when one attends a park concert they expect to
hear nothing but the very Ugliest of
music consisting of
waltzes, etc.
Mr. Urady believes In playing the
iicst of music, although they played
some lighter numbers for those people who
expect
would naturally
something of the kind.
The band played excellent, their
attack being good as well their Intonation. They played with a finish
that speaks well for themselves.
Tlie Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting.
Incident to certain akin diseases, is
Instantly allayed by applying
alrmst
' 'hsftiberiqins
2$
Salve.
Price,
cents. For sale by All Druggists,
two-stop- s,

Two-third-

Opposition to Taft 'Content
Wih Abusing Admlnlstra-lio- n
and Watching Events.
"Washington, D C. J.in. 21. The
varidiis lieutenants Included among
the Taft opposition are inclined to
quarrel with each other. Nobody In
the fight to beat the secretary of war
appears to be doing anything and
the friends of each candidate, are
Inclined to hold responsible for It
the friend of each other's candidates. LaFolleile is the only presidential candidate Included In the favorite son list from whose campaign
there has been an echo outside hisy
own state, and lie has not appar-onldeveloped enouicil strength to
irive him control of any state
except Wisconsin. The
apparently have conltned
their efforts to meeting In qute:
places and abusing the administration.
Senator Knox will ili nothing
He Is said to entertain
whatever.
the Idea that if Tafi. is beaten, the
Tafi strength will come to him
he was once a memoer of the
president's cabinet nnd fought the
as a tor-ne- v
octopus for a brief
general. Having th's end In
Blind, the Jvnox management wants
the other fellows to do the fighting.
But If everybody falls down, of
course. Taft will win. so the situa
tion displeases the Knox contingent k
Just as much as It does the
or Cannon crowJs.
Benator Knox wants to see Fairbanks. Cannon and Hughes go out
and make trouble. Cannon has done
better considering his opportunities
than either Knox or FalroanKs.
There are Indications' that he may
pick up a stray delegate here and
and there, but the situation In Illi
nois Is not to his liking. Illinois
will send a solid Cannon delegation.
That much is admitted, but It Is only
necessary 'to mingle for an hour or
two with the Illinois congressmen toa
find their reports indicate that
large per cent of tne districts would
rather have Taft than Cannon. InThere
the
Is little Cannon enthusiasm
Mate, and while It Is declared that
to
ttie Illinois delegation would havewas
stand for Cannon so long as he
being voted for with any promise of
receiving additional strength, his delegation could not be traded or in any
way voted in hostility to Taft.
The same situation confronts Knox
In the Pennsylvania delegation. He
will have a solid delegation, but if
be tried to switch It to Fairbanks
or Cannon or Hughes he would find
oat less than half of it In revolt.
Fairbanks probably
Vice President
will get a delegation w hlch he can
control. Just what LaFollette will do
with his delegation nobody pretends
to know. From sources friendly to
him It is said he proposes to use his
votes to secure fair treatment for
himself from the nominee.
To mention the name of Governor
Hughes in reactionary circles Is to
provoke the assembled crowd to profanity. Hughes has proved a bitter
Long before this It
disappointment.
had been confidently expected that
Hughes would be in 'the presidential
race as an avowed candidate with the
votes of (New York 'behind 'him and
But
a part of New England
Hughes hasn't run as fast as Knox
or Fairbanks , or Cannon. Senator
Murray Crane went to New York
yesterday and It was intimated that
Crane would see ine Hughes lieutenants and urge them to make a stand
. Governor Hughes In his delay has
placed himself In a most embarrassing attitude. He cannot now hope
to get any delegates unless he outlines 'his position in regard to public
questions,
if he make a radical
speech his reactionary support will
want to know what sort of a viper
they have taken to ithelr bosom. If
toe makes a conservative speech he
will fall to arouse the people. .Secretary iShaw, when he was In Washington a few days ago, made no attempt to conceal his contempt for
the kind of politics the Taft opposition was playing. Shaw himself Is a
pronounced reactionary.
"As near as I can figure out what
these fellows are trying to do," said
of treasury, "each
the
one expects the other to get out and
hustle and then fall heir to his
strength. I have been Inquiring and
all I can find that has been done Is
that three or four have gotten together In a room and abused the administration.
Over in New York he
would have a banquet and somebody
would make a Bpeech predicting an
uprising of the people if things were
allowed to drift. And thut's the way
they expect to heat Tl't.
It is rumored ;n rea?'inary elides
that 'iovernor Hughes will make
his atLitude with regard to his
li sidenti:il candidacy in the speech- he will make in N'e v York witn'.n
t'.:-next two week and that if New
Y'tk can be counted ujion to send a
H'lKd delegation It will encourage all
other candidacies except that of Taft.
Information from New Vorkers, however, does not give much encourage-Uio' tu the r Mrliunaiv c.it'UidatiV.
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PROVED

dele-natio-
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air-ban-

nt

rowSimu'--l
Is to be tne
campaign in
New Kngiand. After a long conference with Secretary Taft Mr. Powers
returned to Boston. He will begin

ers of Massachusetts
manager of he Taft

active operations to pro.noted

Secre-

tary Taft's campaign Immediately.
Mr. Powers Is a man of such high

standing, such force and ubllity and
such enthusiasm that the Taft Interests In the New Kngiand states have
'oeen confided to his care unhesitatingly. There may be no formal announcement of this, but it Is known
among New Kngiand representatives

BAND

tvki;
Wo Grande

DELIGHTFUL

c;mhI

MiimIc Combined With
Meal
Weather Draws Bin Croud to

UobiiiHon

Park.

Last Sunday afteronoon. bed on in ir
at 2:30 p. m., the U. S. Indian school
band, under the direction of Mr.
I.H vender, played a good program
at
Iloblnson park. This band is composed of little fellows, with the exception of a few. and they are instructors in the institution. The boys
played with a vim and snap that
speaks well for Mr. Lavender as an
Instructor and director.
This concert was loiiowed by another concert given by the Elks'
band. The music played by this organization was the best of the old

mitii-i:-

.

the name of the
house
at ai west Central avenue. The Klo
Grande has been leased by Mrs. A.
Snyder, formerly of Aurora, 111., nnd
wili be furnished throughout
with
new furniture not second
hand
goods.
Everything will be first class;
everything orderly; everything clean
pin.
as a
We kindly solicit the patronage of those who npreclate such
conveniences. Itlo Grande rooms will
be ready for rent after January 22
Suites for two to three to those who
wish them.
No Invalids
or small
children.
MKS. A. SNYDER.
Why Suffer from Itlieiimatlsm?
Do you know that rheumatic pains
"an be relieved? If you doubt this
Just try one application of Chamberlain's Pain Halm. It may not give
you relief from pain but will make
rest and sleep possible, and
certainly mans a great deal to that
any
one afflicted with rheumatism.
For
sale by All Druggists.
Is

new nnd up to date rooming

CONCERTS

W

o

j

CITIZEN.

EVENING

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
RETAIN

Young Man With New Theory Says All
Depends on the Stomach.
L. T. Cooper's theory regarding the
human stomach Is rapidly becoming
a topic of universal discussion. Cooper claims that the human stomach
has become chronically deranged by
modern conditions, and that sickness
generally results.
In a recent Interview, while Intro-ducn- g
his medicine in a leading
city, Mr. Cooper said: "There Is Jut
one way, In my opinion, to maintain
general health, and that Is by building up the digestive organs. The vast
majortly of Americans today have
weak, flabby, 'distended
stomachs.
This has been caused y m t y generations of
and lack of
exercise, until today the entire civilized race Is affected.
This Is the
true cause of most of the ill health
today. Little can be done to relieve
it until the stomach is once more
brough back to normal conditions.
"I am successful because my preparation puts the stomach in sound
condition, and as I maintain this la
the only way to secure general anJ
g

SPIES FOLLOW
AMERICAN
FLEET
European Powers Have Agents
Watching Movements of
the Battleships.

OA

s

HEALTH
ALBUQUZftQUC

Washington, Jan. 21. II became
known here today that at least one
followwas
power
Kuropean
ing
the fleet of Kear Admiral
Evans on his trip around South
America. He is commander Alexis
Diathkoff of the Kusslan navy and
lie went aboard several of the ships
in the harbor of Hio jtinlero.
There was no attempt on the part
of the Russian embassy, however, to
conceal the fact. It was admitted
at once that the officer Is following
the American fleet for the purpose
-of observing its movements during
;3
,
its long voyage to obtain the many
valuable lessons to te learned from
a close 6tudy of all the conditions
pertaining to It. Baron Ilosen said
that he never had seen the commander, who had not visited Washington while in the United States.
He was met In New York by Commander Neblosln, the Russian naval
attache, who took him at once to
Norfolk, where he was Introduced to
Admiral Evans and various officers
of the fleet. 4Ie then hurried back
to New York ito boara a steamer for
Klo Janlero, so that he might be at
that point when the fleet reached
there.
Finding a Severed Body.
Firemen lifting from the debris the remains of a human
Haron Rosen said the commander
that had expects
been severed below the shoulders, probably by falling beams. form
to go from place to place
The
were
feet
burned away.
where the fleet Mopped, so that he
may learn what there may be of Instandpoint
terest from a strategic
Clll'SHKI) t'XDKK TI.MJtEltS.
that may be worth reporting.
None Asked Permission tu o.
It was stated at tne navy
ingZod shrdlu taoin rd
ment today that while no application from the foreign embassies or
legation In Washington for permission for any naval experts to accombuttleshlp
pany Admiral
Evans'
fleet on its Pacific cruise had been
was not
received, the department
surprised to learn that some naval
vessels of other navies had found it
convenient to drop in at some of the
ports in South America about the
fleet was due
time the American
there.
It was known that the Kussian
naval officers were particularly interested in the fleet movements and,
having no naval attache at the various ports where the fleet was to
touch, the Russian admiralty had
adopted this plan of dispatching a
naval officer to observe for himself
and report upon tht development of
the cruise. Admiral Evans was acquainted with the fact that such an
officer was traveling on parallel lines
with his fleet. While the ships were
at Rio de Janiero access was freely
accorded to the public and conseIlosoulng Party Kiiuls Girl's Itemalns.
....
quently the officials of the navy de,,rleJ "uy 8 ,a"K,e 0f heavy t'ner. and other partment were not surprised to learn
debris 11.?
body of a young girl whose head rested
on a box and that the Russian commander was rewhose f,.et were burned to cinders.
ceived on board the battleships along

fn

depart-jsdarmyn-

TTn.

sa

coital

permanent good health."
Among many prominent
people
who have recently become converted
to Cooper's theory Is Mr. K. M. How-eof 4 T j De Itussey s reet,
N. Y., who says:
"I had
stomach trouble for vcr six years.
After eating I would
bloated
and have a distressed feeling for several hours. This would bo accompanied by heartburn, and I reached
the point where I could not enjoy my
meals at all.
"I tried different remedies in an
s.
effort to find relief, but without
After taking three bottles of
Cooper's New Discovery I am entirely
cured. My stomach does not bother
me In ithe least, and I can eat anything I like. I can cheerfully recommend Mr. Cooper's medicine to anyone afflicted
comwith stomach
plaints."
Mr. Cooper's medicines are making
a remarkable record. We sell them.
J. H. O'ltlelly
Drug. Co., Second
Second streeet and Central Ave.

INTEREST

y.

lllng-hanito-

-

ALLOWED

with other officials.
No sinister purpose is attached to
this method of gathering information, and it Is said that there is no
disposition on the part of our naval
officers to withhold
information
from friendly nations. This Is particularly true In the case of Russia,
which Is understood to be constructing a new navy to take the place of
that destroyed In the war with Japan and consequently is in great need
of any information as to vital defects in ithe plans of exjsting warships.
It is known to the navy department that because of the novelty of
this cruise, intense interest was felt
In foreign admlraltlto and naval officers everywhere were charged to
obtain all Information possible respecting the movements of the battleships. It was particularly desired
to know how their machinery stood
the tests of this unprecedented voyage.
It appears probable .that the torpedo flotilla on its way to the Pacific
will not pay a visit to Buenos Aires,
as was intended. According to the
original plan the flotilla was to proceed from Rio de Janlero to Montevideo. From that point some of the
boats were to be sent, one at a time,
perhaps, to Buenos Aires, In order to
afford the men shore liberty. Now,
however, as the flotilla Is said to be
three days behind its Itinerary, It
Is probable that the entire cruise up
the Rio de la Plata will be cut out
and without stopping at either Monte,
video or Buenos Aires the little vessels will try to make the long run
from Buenos Aires 10 Sandy Point,
in the Straits of Magellan. The torpedo boats will thus
e given a
thorough test of their ability to make
a long run and will also be able to
catch up with their scnedule and accompany he battleships in the passage of the Straights of Magellan,
as desired 'by Admiral Evans. The
distance from Rio Janlero to Sandy
Point is 2.578 miles,
voyage too
long, probably to be covered 'by all of
the .little boats without
recoaling.
Hence they must be supplied at sea,
will
which
afford
another opportunity to make a greatly desirej test;
or they must be taken la tow of the
battleships for a few hunderd miles.
XOTICK t:XHl PLIJLICATIOV.
Department of the Interior, Land
at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.

DEPOSITS

.WE ARE

THE- -

FARM MACHINERY PEOPLE

J

Korber &

Co.

WHOLES ALE

Albuqarqu0, Ntw Mtzloo

Writ for Catalogue

Cha. Melinl, Secretary

3. D. Eaktn, President
O. GlomI, Vice President.

O. Bachechl,

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
MKI.IM

Successors to
KAKIN. and BACHECTH & GIOMI
WMOLKALm OKALmRB IN
&

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W9

la slack la outfit
lp twrythlng
fastidious bar eomplala
most

tbo

Have been appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jon. 8.
Kchlltz. Wm. Imp and t. Louis A. li. C. breweries: Yel lent one,
Green River, W. II. Mc Hrayer's CWlar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
received from, the best Wineries
But sell the straight article
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
,
List. Issued to dealers only.
s

MlMtf Uttlf If MMMMttlltff
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$UCCE$$
THEY $AT NOTHING SUCCEEDS

LIKE $tCCE$$.

I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE.

BUT IS ORDER TO
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SUCCEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND ANOTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF

THINGS.

ILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY TO-

OUR COLUMNS

W

of-tl-

WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

17,

1908.

Notice is hereby given that Juan
Hllarlo Iopez, of Cubero, N. M, has
filed notice of his intention to make
Una! five-yeproof In suport of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
6308, made April 17, 1901, for the
Eli SKVi, Section 34. Township 11
N., Range 8 W., and that said proof
will be made before Oeorge H. Pratt,
V. S. Commissioner, at I.aguna, N.
M on March 16. 1908.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

ar

IIIIIMIUSMISIItlMIIIII
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Trl;il Catarrh treatments are being
m;iiled out free, on request, by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a
penny's cost the great value of this
prescription
scientific
known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
by
Sold
Catarrah Remedy.
All

Dealers.

Hlirs

WALTON'S

IIOMF MMF CANDIES.
Dlllli STOKE.

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE-HU- E
NEXT TO BANK OF
CCMMERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

Jose Abelt;i,
Viotorlno Montano,
Oorgonlo Fifuero.i, M. T. Otero, all
M.
of Cubero. N.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
Register.

BUILDERS'

llll.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

vlx:

j

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumlier. Shorn
Paint None Better. Building Paper, Plaster, Lime, Ceiueut, Glass, Saab, Doors, Etc
Etc.. EUi.

J.

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

Oooooooooooooo

mm

FIR&T NATIONAL BANK I

5

OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico

DECEMBER 3, 1907.

$879,509.56

SAVINGS

suj-ces-

The State National Bank of Albuquerque
RESOURCES.
Loans
$515,750.77
United States Bonds
105,750.00
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
Fixtures, Vaults, etc
5,489.91
Cash
216,518.88

ON

6

n,

bee-jin-

W

OF CONDITION OF

NWW K3KXIGO

and surplus, $.00,000

00CmoaKCoaxwaK)ateaKim

STATEMENT

ipos.

ONLY ONE WAY TO

Scenes From Boyertown Theatre Fire
SPECTACLE OF AWFVIi DEATH.

Trnsnw. jaxiwkv si.

United States Depository

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Profits
Circulating Currency
Deposits

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 907

$100,000.00
33,940.23
100,000.00
645,569.33

1

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Securities and
U. S. Bonds
Exchange
Cash In Vault

Estate..

Tveal

J3tS.000.00

O

91,293.72

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

465,134.40
394.332.51

Cash Resources

$879,509.56

LIABILITIES
$1,746, 929. St

Totals
CAC06K6K34K?K6KCWU6K

t 261,653.03

200,000.00
1.653,037.60

1,167.461.91
33.005.690.63

Total

$1,006,690.61
06K)6K)6K36K?6K)6K?tK36K3K36K)J06Kj

EVENINO

ALBUQUEKQUE

21,

IANUARY

GRAND CANYON
CANNOT BE

we

j

land that will he assured of a uniform supply of water by the great
Salt river project nt Roosevelt.
The eastern portion of the addition Include the hr.nl waters of the
I'itial and Pinto i reeks. l!o!h of
these streams empty into Salt river
dam. Their waabove the Uoo:-evetershed have been d imaged by over
grazing, mainly by goats. It Is of
the inmost Importance thnt the
of these Mre.irns be proteot- I'd. Tin y nr.. already carrying large
l u m : it iis
of silt into Stilt river and
near what1
s.nce tiny Uo.li empty
wt'.l if the upper en
of the reer- M it
they could
enormous il,im- The mot
tiiti- in lining it v. itli silt.
oiithern por.inn i.f the addition, l.v- -j
iiig directly we-- t of the Pinal moitn- t.ilns for.st. which his now. by this
proclamation, been mile a part of
forest, protect
the T.'iito n.vioi.ul
the watershed of Queen creek, the
wntcts of which the reclamation service has determined It will one day
be desirable to impound.
The Pinal mountains national forest of 4j.7ti,) iicies has been thrown
Into the Tonto forest, giving ila area
including the new- - a.l l.tl"ii, of
In the large addition
2S0 acres.
there Is very little commercial forf liv eanyo.-est, but in ni'i-- t
and
mils of oik and
draws there are
in
chapparal Kpecie, ami
limited
areas very dense stands of Arizona
cypress. This limited supply of wood
Is of great importance,
hoth from
the po.nt of wn'.'r conservation and
of prolonging the fii"l supply in a
country In which the supply is very
hort.

CLASSIFIED A ID 3

:N

Washington, V. C, Jan. 21.
President Roosevelt has Just signed
a proclamation making u nitlonal
monument of the Grand Canyon of
Arizona, and another creating an addition of 1,288,320 acres of land to
the Tonto National forest, which is
also located In Arizona.
The world-fame- d
Grand Canyon
ha been a jiart of the Grand Canyon National forest, and its establishment as a national monument is
made by virtue of the act of June
H,
l'.MW. which provides that objects
of scientific interest may be declared national monuments if such action Is deemed necessary for their
preservation and protection.
The president, speaking of the importance of protecting the Grand
Car.yon as a national
monument,
ays in his proclamation:
"It Is an
object of unusual scientific" Interest,
being the greatest eroded canyon
within the United State, and It
that the public Interests would
be promoted by reserving It as a
national monument, with such other
land as is necessary for lt proper
protection."
It has long been realized that it
was highly desirable to have this
wonderful gorge made by the Colorado river, eet apart as a national
monument. This assures the area of
exclusion from ail kinds of entry,
und means that the government will
have power to prevent the marring
of the scenic beauty by unsightly exploitation of any kind. The area put
in the national monument constitutes
approximately 8 25,000 acres. In determining the boundary of the national monument an effort was made
to draw the line approximately one
mile back from the rim of the canyon.
The addition of 1.288.320 acres to
the Tonto National forest in Arizona is situated in Maricopa, Gila
and Pinal counties. That part of
the addition which is situated on the
west side of the Tonto forest is given
national forest protection because it
Includes the watershed of the Verde
river, above the proposed McDowell
reservoir site, which is located on
the Verde Just above its Junction with
Salt river. It seems probable that
this McDowell reservoir will be built
by the reclamation service, at some
future time, and when this project is
completed, something over 100,000
acres of land will be irrigated in the
Salt River valley In addition to the
ap-pca- rs

--

FOR SALE OR TRADE .Nice rooming house, centrally located. Apply at this ofllce.
rooms and
FOIl lil.'NT Furnished
My farm ef 30 acres,
SALE
hoard in the - Highlands. 615 East Foil
one mile northwest of city. C. E.
Central,
Gieckler.
Large tui iiisned loom.
-3
Ft Hi KI1.NT
room' house
Gentleman. FOR SALE Good323 North Broadway.
1750.
for
Co., 216 west
Porterfield
See Ryan, the expressman.
G old.
FOR IIK.VT Typewriters, all kinds.
FOR
SALE At a sacrifice Rern
Exchange
Typewriter
Alluniucniite
ington typewriter, like new. Mi2K West Central.
lieu Studio, 215 West Central, AlFOK KENT Nice clean rurnl.-hebuquerque, N. M.
rooms, modern. 3094 West CenFOIl SALE Ten pounds extracted
tral a. venue.
honey for $1: 60 pound can for $6.
rooms for
FOIl KENT Furiustieu
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
P. OX 202, Albuq uerque. N. M.
East Coal avenue.
or unfur- FOR SALE A Dianagun.new Stevens'
FOR RENT Furnished
single barrel shot
never fired.
nished rooms, single or In suites.
A high grade and strictly up to
Centrally located. Korber hotel,
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
corner First and Copper.
office.
IIOI'HI. AKKI VAIjS.
Fol rK E NT Two nicely furnishea
AIyiii iuIo.
rooms for light housekeeping; no
WANTED
at
Cleveland;
sick persons wanted. Inquire
Wm. Harris.
J. A.
Hi; East Central avenue.
Kicker, Denver; F. F. Richards. Denver; J. Miller, Denver; L. J. Curtlt FOR RENT Episcopal church rec- WANTED Young man experienced
in grocery
business who is a
and daughter. Silver City; F. G. Coltory, 318 West Silver avenue. Call
good solicitor.
ter, Springervllle, Ariz.; M. Hueget,
Southwestern Bus.
on Rev. Fletcher Cook, 608 West
Chicago; Geo. A. Aldrlch, San FranAss'n.
Silver avenue, or at the house.
cisco; J. L. Sydnor, San Bernardino. FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for WANTED To make your Old hats
J. J. Murdock, San Hernardlno; H.
and clothes look like new, in the
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 524
L. ltrown, Chicago; O. K. Huffner.
car. west Gold avenue.
Phone
West Central avenue. Inquire in
880.
Los Angeles; Hen M. Jacks, Louisrear.
goods,
WANTED Gent'
second
ville, Ky. ; L. H. Darby, Denver; A.
Minneapolis, 524 So.
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
M. Hess and wife, Philadelphia, Pa.; M'U KENT
Second St., rooms for Hghthouse-keep'n515 South First ftreet, south
of
F. F. Kelly. Denver; M. Torale, ChiAlso bed rooms. Cheapest
R. J. Sweeney.
viaduct.
cago; Miss Talisbury.
Ludington.
jp city.
W7
NTFTD
Ladles dew ring millinery
Mich.: Mr. and Mrs. Fa Montgom- Fol!
RENT Large sunny front
at cost for next ten days call on
ery, San Francisco;
It. Jameson.
room with board. SOS S. BroadMiss C. P. Crane, 612 North SecKansas City; G. V. Parker, Dover,
way.
ond street.
Millinery and dressN". II.; N. J. Leary, Chicago.
making parlors. I hone 944.
FOR KENT Large furnished room
wanted.
conveniences
with all modern
Savoy.
Able bodleo,
unmarried
Suitable for gentleman. No health WANTED
P. McWir.inms. Kl Pa.o;
K. L
F.
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
809 west
Apply
seekers desired.
citizens of United States, of good
Sell.s. Los Angeles; F. N. Anderson,
THerns.
character and temperati habits,
Los Angeles; J. L. MacVicar, Newwho can speak, read and write
port News, Va.; Wm. Farr, RiverEnglish. For Information apply to
side; n. p. Gillilard, Flagstaff; Geo.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
SALE
FOR
Juillard, Gallup; G. L. Va.de, Grunts.
Ave., Albuquerque. New Mexico.
!!"
exCapable men to-Grand Central.
FOR SALE A few bargains in good WANTED
otTice
merecutive,
technical,
and
S. D. Morgan, Kl
property cheap if taken
Paso; J. A.
within
We can place
cantile positions.
Shrewsbury, W. A. Bridges. Las Vethe next few days. One of the best
you in the position for which you
business corners in the city; some
gas; J. M. Armstead, El Paso.
Busiare
qualified.
Southwestern
choice business lots; a nine room.
ness Association 201 East Cenframe dwelling, modern,
Sturgce.
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
cottages with
close in; two
E. C. Schmltt, St. Joseph; J. F.
Phone 257.
bath and electric lights J2600 for
Hubbell, Pajaritn; F. A. Lemur, So.
both; three E0-lots on East
Hind. Ind.; H. Gerphelde, Helen: A.
Central avenue $200 for all three, In the District Court of the Second
Marinch, Sr., Las Vegas; J. W. Hall-eJudicial District of the Territory
many
A.
more
like them.and
of New Mexico. Within and for the
Fleischer, real estate and insur-ancLawrence, Kansas; F. A.
County of Bernalillo.
212 H South Second street.
M.
Cerrillos;
Schott, New
Simon
Stern, Plaintiff, versus Igna
York: A. S. Smith. Denver; T. F. FOR SALE 'Fine property in Jem
Boeckeler,
Ferdinand
Boeckeler
ez Springs; will exchange for Albu- H:iyden. St. Louis. Mo.: L. IT. Wiland Co., a firm composed of Ignai
liams. Pecos. N. M.; Wm. K. Meln-to- s
iiueniue property. rorterfled Co.,
joeckeler,
Boeckeler,
Ferdinand
216 west Gold.
Mcintosh.
und Agnes Boeckeler, and Ferdinand Boeckeler, Ignaz Boeckeler,
and Agnes Boeckeler.

FOR RENT

j
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OPPORTUNITIES
PMKSONAL

PEOPI'llTX

1.0.VX3

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOl'SK RECEIPTS. a low as 110 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One montn
to one year given. Goods remain in
your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
On Furniture,

posi-esslo-

tiik uorsKiioi.n

Steamship

LOAN

CO.
all

to and from
of the world.

tickets

parts

Grant Pldg.
Rooms 3 and
303 4 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE- - OFFICES
Open Evenings.
4,

BARGAINS IX

RANCH

a Little WANT AD

In the Citizen

telephone: is

'

o o o

Four and a half acres on main
road, under high state of cultivation, w ell fenced, 2 'j miles north
Easy
of town, price $100.00.
terms.

o o o

acres of very good Land,
three miles north of town, price
$300.00 cash.
Ten

o o o

good
Eight acres In alfalfa
fence, adobe house, four and a
half miles north of town, price
$600.00 cash.

MILLINER

Seven acres good land, all level
and under ditch, partly under
cultivation, one mile from town,
on main road, price $1400.00 cash

o o o

acres of the best land
in the Rio Grande valley, all under cultivation (25 acres In alfalfa), four wire fence, on main
ditch, title perfect, price $65.00
per acre, terms: one half down,
balance in one or two years at 8
per cent. ,
- -e

o o o

And 'a great many others from
one to two hundred acres.

A. MONTOYA

post-offic-

M. L. SCHUTT

I ANii

Al

40c & t CO.
Trial Jotllo fr.;.

THROET AMI lUHnTftOUBLEji

? GUARANTEE

OIl EIGNE

'

RA-TIf-

c

PACT Oli

3f

LAWYERS

;

t

f
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I

V

VWrSP.

JAP-A-LA-

XV.

If You Want A

Plumber
-

'.,..".-

I
r

iih.ii

A.n.iiiiii

.i,..- -i

A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the

i

'

ini.T, iifnlii

i"

pay-I- t

sees the peop'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

MADE
search to
find.
Just put this name In your
mental memorandum book and ou
have struck it Butter Cream Bread.
It'a bound to make a hit with you
and your family the first meal It appears on your tabJe.
Don't forget
that we turn out fine rolls, pies,
cakes, etc., right here, too.
TILE

requires

BEST IHUIAD
no

world-wid-

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

e

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

St

Standard Plumbing & Healing

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

,
Mr.

Fresh and Salt Me
Steam Suua'e Fnctory.
EM III KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third

Office. Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, X. M.

jjxxxxxxxxixxxxxxxyxxxixat?

HOME

IRA M. nOXD
Attorney at IjOw.
Pensions, IjiikI Patent. Copyrights,
Cnveuta, LettVr Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street. N. M. Washington. D. C.

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

TITOS. K. D. MADDISOX

Housekeeping

Attorney-nt-La-

V. II. Clillders,
West Gold Avenue.

Offh--

117

K

Z EARING

DAVIS &

305

W. Gold Ave.
MTTTXXXXXlIllXXXXIlUXXXXa

INSURANCE

ff

R. A. SI.KYSTFH

Insurance, Real EMate, Xotary
Public.
Rooms 12 nnd II, Cromwell Tllock,
.AMinqiicrque, a. m. I'lione 130.
A. K. WALKER

Fire IiiHiimnev.
Sicri'tiiry Mutual Itiilldlng Anoiatlon
S17 West Central Avenue.
.

FRENCH & ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
Lady AsMNinnt.
Embalming a SiieeJaltjr.

Annual Convention

National Live
Stock Association and Western
Live Stock
Show
DENVER, COLO. JAN.

W. SPENCER

Architect.
South Walter.

of

The American

WILLIAM RFLDEX
Veterinary.
and
a Specialty.
Mouth lulllli Phone 405.

20-2-

5

For tho aliove occasion w
to Denver and
return at rate of $10.73 for tin
round trip. Dales of sale Jail.
IS, m ami '20. Return limit
Jan. U!, lUOti.
will Mil ticket

Phone

S5S.

Dr. Vaucaire
Formula

T. E. FURDY. Atfi'irt.

by Mrs.
Recommended
Henri
Symes. to develop the bust from 4
to
inches.
Guaranteed to b made from the

true Galega Extract.
!
perfectly
hai miens.
The Vaucaire Formula Is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by

Our work is as our name Highland Pharmacy and
implies, and our charges are
Pharmacy
right.

C

All KIikIi of

E. V. DOI1SOX
Attorney at Law.

F.

::

Street between Centra
Copper Avenue.

408 Wott Railroad Aronaa'

D. RYAX
Attorney at Law.
Office, llrst Xatlonnl Rnnk Rudding.
Albuquerque. X. M.
K.

1221

-

A

Thos. F. Keletier

EEP.
-

FKFD

STAULKS.

Don't Forget The

MISCELLANEOUS

'

SAT.K.

TRANSFER

Second

DR. H. I. PETTI FORD
Veterinary.
Practical Therspeutics.
Obstetrics
ind Surgery on Horses. Cattle, Sheep
Hogs. Dogn ami Cats.
Office with
191
Tborritnn !h. iVoan..
xrw
Third. Phone
Hospital
460.
and
Residence, 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 620.

"ETCH

C8ESP8

L1VKRY,

DR. J. K. CRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
lental Surgery.
Rooms 2 nnd :t. Burnett Building, THE OLDEST
MILL IX THE CITT.
Over O'RH'lly's Drug store.
When in need of saxlL, door, framm
Appointment
ninle by mall.
etc. Screen work a specialty. 4U
Phono 741.
South I'lr-- t street. Telephone 433.
EDMUND J. AI.GER, D. D. S.
Office liours. 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:.10 to 5 p. in.
DF.VOES READY TAINT"
Appointments made hy mail.
30H Wcwt Control Ave.
Phone 456. One Gallon overs 0(l Square FVHk
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Ijhms Tiro Yearn..

Surgi-r- y
4112

New Discover

to.

Horses and Mules Bought and 9m
changed.
BEST TOURNOTJTS IN THE CITS

VETERINARY

Or. King's

com Phone 94

W. L. fhlMULt &

DENTISTS

CURE the LUNGS

FDR

MISS CRANE

OIMN.

imiTOX.

DRS. DROXSGX & BROXSOX
Honieopntlilc Physicians
and Surgeons. Over Vanu's Drug Store.
Mione, Offiev nnil Res.. 28.

KILL the COUCH
WITH

Dressmaking

Physician anil Surgeon.
Booms 6 A 7. X. T. ArniUo RulMlng.
I,.

Tailoring ana

Ladle a

DR. K. I,. 1IUST

o o o

NOTICE OF SUIT.
You and each of you are hereby
notified that tho above named plaintiff has commenced an action In asReal Estate and Ixtnns. Notary
sumpsit by attachment against you
In the above entitled court; the genPublic. 215 W. Gold Ave.
eral object of the action being, that
in and by which said action, the plaintiff seeks to recover of and from you
the sum of Thirteen Hundred Twenty-five
(J1325.0U) and
dollars,
with Interest and costs of suit; that OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'XXXJO
the names of the parties to said acFor Sale at a Bargain. Furtion are Simon Stern, plaintiff; Ignaz
niture and lease 12 rooms,
Boeckeler. Ferdinand Boeckeler, and
modet i, rooming house.
Co., (a firm
or
Ignaz
ronipuu
Boeckeler, Ferdinand Boeckeler, and
Sale
Bargain one store
For
Agnes Boeckeler, defendants;
thnt
building, SOxlOO feet,
two
the name of the plaintiffs attorney Is
A. B. Stroup ana his office and
e
stories and basement.
is Albuquerque, New Mexico;
For Rent Store building on
that your property has been attached
In said cause.
West Central ave. A snap.
You are further notified that unless you enter your appearance
in
the said cause on or before the fourth
day of February, i908. Judgment by
default will be rendered agslnst you
and your property sold to satisfy said g
219 South 2nd Strut
Judgment.
OOCXJOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXJCXJOCXXXi
JOHN VENABLE,
Clerk of the District Court.
CnrbolizefV Witch Hazel
DeWltfs
Salve i.s especially recommended for
piles.
Sold By J. H. O'Rielly Co.

AND

Highland Livery

Physleian and Surgeon.
Highland Ofrce. 10 South Walter
Street. Thone 1030.

Pltor-F.RT-

CARDS

SIIERIDAX, M. I).
Homeopathic Phj -- Man and Kurgron.
. Occidental I, ire Building.
IlAMlinnmc iti;i
Trli'pliono 880.
Phone 51MI.
I U John M,
Saddle horses a specialty.
Bs4
DR. V. J. IWTOlUXf
In
Pronrlpt,.r
m
drivers
the eitv.
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
I'liyrit'lnn nnil Surgeon.
orfliv over Ynnn Drug Store. OfY
fice hours 9 to 12 a. in.. 9 to 5, find
UP- - YO - DATE STYLE
7 to 8
. in.
IMionos, office 441, resilience 1105.
AT COST PRICES
V. M.

DR. KOIXMO

Three and a half acres first
class cultivated land. right on
main ditch, three miles north of
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.

Pixty-fiv-

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

(No. 7541.

rti

I

l

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

1

I

President Signs Proclamation!
Alaklng It a National
Monument.

CITIZEN

Al-vara-

do

Januarv

band.
February

23

Trunin

Shnu'

ltk

The Ilurgomaster.
February
Are You Crazy?
February
Vendeita.
February
The Holy City.
Why Colds Ara Ihmgcmus.
If you would be immune from disease, keep the system healthy. Kadi
successive cold weakens the couati
tutlon and renders infectious JlBaaaea
more liable.
Chamberlaln'i t'uufk
Remedy will cure your cold prompt,
ly and restore the system
ita nor.
mal condition. For sale by All Drtur.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
The reason we do ao much HOUGH
DRY work U because we do it right gists.
and
at the price you cannot afford to
Co
Subacvib
Um oewa
havs It done at horn.

14
18
19
24

for Tbe

ptNi

aad

rt

ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONAL

JLM"!

1

V

l AK AdKAPHS
Try Richelieu Ketchup.
iltrv. Oeorgf Julllilrd, of Gallup,
iirrived In AI!iuiUrque last evening.
Wlllliim Mcintosh, of Mcintosh, lit
In AlbuUer-(iie- .
0 ending several day

Shoes of quality

S.

ln's lrvs

Mm-

1.30 to

4.00
5.00
5.00
4.00

to

H.00

1.00 to

2.73

ITS to
1.S5

is.l.stiint

I'.

In

l

.

o
2.00 to
3.50 to

-

Ahhott.

of S;inta Ke,

Richelieu olives, the best on any
market.
o. v. Alexun.ler, manager of the
I'eeos Mlnliur ronip.my, near Cowles,
Is in Santa Fe.
Roney Jaffa will go to Denver tomorrow night on IiuhIikiss ami to
visit with friends.
Dr. W. O. Shadrach, of Albuquerque, has returned from a business
trip to San Antonio, N. M.,
t'ltra fine canned pineapples at
the Richelieu.
Coyotes, badgers and all fur bear-er- a
trapped to order. K. I". Cobb, the
Albuquerque taxidermist.
David J. Leahy, V. S. attorney, of
Las Vegas, Is spending several days
in Albuquerque on business.
S. .S. I'iper. of
Cleveland, Ohio,
and H. V. Piper, of Racine, Wis.,
me spending the winter In Santa Fe.
Ur. J. T. McLandress, of thla city,
Is the guest of the. Sims brothers at
the Valley Ranch on the Upper I'e- -

In our shoes you get the highest quality
for the least money.
They look good in the beginning and in
the end show that they are as good as they
looked.
Every pair is a walking advertisement,
demonstrating to the wearers during the
wearing-ou- t
process that it is to their interest
shoes.
to wear our
Men's Suwl auul Work Shin
Slen'n Unfiling Shoo
Wmiicn'a lIlRfi Slum
Women's low Slug's
W.Hiwn'B Mjppr
Miik-- h for Hoy
ami Girls

Kilmund
attorney,

PO.S.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOCXDOCXXXXXXXXX)

Astonishing

Reductions
IN

Millinery
BEGINNING

Thursday,

1

January 16

Miss Lutz
208 South Second

H

JOOOOOOOOOCXXXSOOOOOO

mini
DUtmoDds,

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue
We

Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
lnlte your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

HIGH CLASS

Pressing

Cleaning

NONE BETTER IN THE CITY

fiflontezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company

cm n
ccwoo(oooooooooo
2intWEST

.

phone

1105

i

TAXIDERMIST
ALL FUR BEARERS TRAPPED; TO ORDER
Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

Moth-Proo- f

E.

210 WEST COLD

COBB

Joseph Vincent, manager of the
I'nlorurto Supply company at Denver, Is spending several days in Albuquerque.
Richelieu CnfCeeJ none better.
Mayor V. II. Rurbage, president
of the INavaJo County bunk at Wlns-lowas an ' Albuquerque business
caller yesterday.
Charles, Mains, "f Ash Fork, Ariz.,
special officer for the Santa Fe at
that place, Is the guest of his family
here for several days.
James Norfolk, IT. S. bank examiner of Washington, D. C,
In Albuquerque, Inspecting the books of
the two national banks of this place,
See F. F. Trotter whenever you
need groceries. You'll get the best.
A. M. Rergere, of Santa Fe, left
yesterday morning for points In San
Miguel. Mora rand Colfax counties In
connection with Insurance affairs.
Miss Beulah Stern will leave tomorrow night
Miss
for Denver.
Stern will be chaperoned by lira. J.
A. Weinman.
The Fraternal Order of Kagles
meets this evening In Red Men's
hall. All visiting Kagles In good
standing are cordially Invited to attend.
W. H. Brown, the district freight
and passenger agent for the Santa
Fe, with headquarters in El Paso, is
In the city hobnoblng with the local
shippers.
Mrs. A. C. Hay lies, of Santa Fe, Is
the guest of her niece, Mrs. C. L.
Castle, of Albuquerque. She expects
to leave soon for El Paso where she
will remain several weeks.
Charles V. Safford, traveling auditor of Santa Fe, has returned after
spending several days In Albuquer
que, Inspecting the financial records
of the county officials of Bernalillo
county.
William Henderson, a former resi
dent of Albuquerque, where he was
engaged In the carpenter business,
died in California Jan. 5. Mr. Henderson was a brother of Mrs. M.
Ho bbs, of this city.
.Word has been received of the
death of J. O. Street, of El Paso,
Sunday.
Mr. Street was a former
resident of Albuquerque,
and for
several years was station agent for
the Santa Fe at Dqmtngo.
A milliner social will be held at
1102
the horns of Mr. Trlplett,
South lOtlith street, Friday 25, under
the auspices of the Highland M. E
C. S. A splendid menu and program
Ah are cordially Invited.
A. U. Stroup, superintendent
of
county schools, has announced that
of
there will be an examination
school teachers for third grade cer
tlfli'Rtes In his office In the court
house, February 1, commencing at

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

ccoooooooo

E. L. Washburn Company
OUTFITTERS FOR MEN AND BOYS
122 South Second Street

U9 West Gold Avenue

EVENING

CITIZEN.

8 K. m. Alt permits Issued previously
expire on this date and holders of
certificates will have to successfully
pass this examination In order to secure new ones.
William Farr, a prominent cattleman of Imperial valley. Is In the
city. Mr. Farr jwns a drove of 1.000
cattle which he Is wintering In the
valley, and snys they will all be delis i' red before February 1.
Captain and Mrs, K. (. Austen, of
Las Vegas, are In Denver. Captain
Austen will act as delegate from New
Mexico at the esslon of the National
Live Ktock osioclatlon.
He Is also
secretary of the territorial sanitary
board.
N. Jt, Wagnpr, of Stephen, 'Minnesota, is In New Mexico looking tor a
location for Immigrants.
The colonists will come mostly from the
northwest part of tne United mates
and It Is thought will locate in the
vicinity of Ias Vegas.
H, R. Hammond and Fred Ware,
riders in the iManano and Sandia
National forest., are in the city conferring with officers of the forest
headquarter.
They report
mild
weather In the mountains, regardless
of fhe pre.sence of snow.
Ormsby iMcHurg. special assistant
to Attorney Ceneral Honaparte. who
has charge of allged land fruud Investigations In iXew iMexico and Arizona,
left Santa Fe fur Washington, D. C.
He will later go to Oklahoma on
similar mission connected with Klck-apo- o
Indian frauds.
Oscar Watson, superintendents of
agents fop the Mutual Life Insurance
company of New York In New Mexico, with headquarters in Santa Fe,
is in the city on business, accompanied by his family. Mrs. Watson Is a
daughter of iMrs. Thos. Hughes of
South Walter strete.
Mrs. J. A. Weinman will leave tomorrow for St. Louis, Chicago, Philadelphia and New York, fhe will
be accompanied by her husband and
his brother Harry Weinman, whose
engagement to Miss Kstelle Lewison
ws recently announced. Mr. and
Mrs. Weinman will De absent about
two months.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, chairman
of the board of control of the Irrigation congress, and Colonel R. E.
Twlehell, secretary of the board, are
In Denver to attend the sessions of
the National Live Stock association.
They are t.hare for the purpose of
boosting the National Irrigation congress and to carry Into effect a new
advertising project for the congress.

TCKKDAY.

CHARGED

WITH

NATIONAL

ltarlo

Is I ton ml Over to I'nitoU

j

tScnivM

of City

Saloon IJopiinuo
In Force.

to

1U'-nui- in

Alderman ltarrlson last nlr1". moved the council, to amend the minutes
of the previous meeting wherein he
made a motion to annex to the city
the suburbs of Rareias and Old Al-

buquerque. The amendment was to
the effect that the above mentioned
suburbs should, 'be incorporated in
the city if a jrhajorlty of the people
should so desire.
A bill presented by Howard Clark
for 1226.54 relating to destruction of
property belonging to Mr. Clarke and
used by him while 111 a few months
ago and referred to the board of
health at a former meeting was returned to Mr. Clarks on a motion
of Alderman, Hartley.
The city attorney was instructed to
draw up an ordinance taxing building telephone exchanges $100 a year,
and also to report on the question of
amending th ordinance regarding to
charges for moving telephones.
The report of the sewer commit
tee recommending that septic tanks
take the place of cvna pools was
adopted. The tanks ure to be in
stalled under the supervision of the
city engineer.
The c' y attorney was Instructed to
draw up an ordinance governing the
placing of guy wires on telegraph
ami telephone poles In the central
part of the city. The motion was
nade by Alderman Hanley. The mayor appointed Wllkerson, Heaven and
Hanley a committee of three to consult the companies to be affecter by
such an ordinance.
A motion empowering the city engineer to employe such help as he
may need in doing work In the northern part of the city carried.
The council decided that all saloon
licenses in force now should remain
In force until March 31st, after which
all licenses will be passed upon before being Issued.
A motion empowering the mayor
and city clerk to purchase a city
scales carried.
An ordinance providing that the
city physician shall be paid a salary
was read and referred to the board
cf health.
The bill of K. Chaves as a nurse In
small pox cases for Jsl was ordered
paid.

llNI WILL GIVE A
INCE IN THE ELKS' HALL
ROOM
I'.VEMXti,
VJ'.INES1AY
JXXI ARV 23. MUSIC UY THE
RX1. ARMISNIOX 75 CENTS
LADIES I'REE.

The last week for cut prices
ALL BLUE AND BLACK SUITS RESERVED

$12.00

$15.00 Good Business Suits reduced to

8.00 Kuppenheimer well made suits reduced to 1 4.40
20.00 Dressy Suits, new patterns, reduced to. 15.00
22.50 very nobby Worsted Suits reduced to.... 1 8.00
Dressy Suits reduced to
20.00
25.00 Stein-Bloc- h
Stein-Bloc- h
Finest Suits reduced to
24.00
30.00
J

.

20

-

rorest reserve.
Supervisor Harris

on the witness
st.ino saiil that Levarlo ow ned a large
ge number of horses and that he al
lowed them to giaze on thu Manzano
forest and would not pay the government grazing fee.
United States Attorney D. J. Leahy
prosecuted the case. This Is one of
the first cases for violation of National forest rules to be brought to
the attention of the courts of this
district. (Numerous other violations
have occurred, according to Super
visor Harris, out in each instance
the violators were willing to comply
with the government rules when no
tified.

per cent

to 50

on all of our Winter Stock, you cannot lose
even if you buy a Suit or Overcoat for next
season.

and see us.
It will pay you.

Come

WKINKSIAY

KVl'.XIXG,
KLKS' RAND
til VI". A IIAMl! IN TI1K KLKS'
RALL
ROOM.
Ml'SIC ItY THE
WHOLE HAND. ADMISSION
75
CENTS.
liADIKS FKEK.
lAXUAKY 22, THU

Simon Stern
THE CENTRAL AVE. CLOTHIER

TOO liATE TO CLASvSlFV.

furnished
FOR RENT
house. Inquire at 306 W. Hutilug
ave. O. H. Thomas.
Foil SALE Horse, buggy and bar- ness, cheap. Apply 923 S, Second
Five-roo-

trset.

POttO000OttO00K03 000D00D0C0D0tO

iRaskVt Rail game at Casino Fri
day night, January 24. TJ. N. M. vs.

A
Chafing
Dish

Kids.

FOIl SALE.
The Zelgor Cafe bar fixtures; this

Is

WILL CHANGE YOUR

o
8

A

Mexico.

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
acts upon the bowels and thereby
drives the cold out of tne system.
It contains no opiates it Is pleasant
to take and is highly recommended
for children. Sold by J. H. O Rielly

Room

Rarebit

into a

tobeproperlypreparrdjhotild be made
in a Manning, bowman Cnafing Dish.
Alwaya ready, no worrying Alxjut 6re.
Simply a match, and in a few uiinutea
the

Special convocation of Rio Grande
Chapter No. 4. R. A. M. Monday
evening, Jan. 20, at 7:30 for work
In the M. M. degree, and Tuesday
evening, Jan. 21, at 7:30 for work In
the P. M. and M. E. degrees. All
visiting companions are cordially in
vited. By order of the H. P. Harry
Braun, secretary.

Home

HanRing, Bowman & Go.

The
Greatest Convenience
of the age.
Cook Anything.

Chafing Dish
!

ha ptsduced a dal nty momel to regale
your guest, he aure to are that your
chafing dish l auprdled with th
pavtanted acamleaa ''Ivory" aoiat-Ic-d
food pan found onlv In Man
niug, bowman & Co, Chadiig Plaucs.
ron bale mt
,

MONEY TO LOAN.
We have money to loan on real
estate In sums of 1500, $700, 1,000,
11,300 and 11,600.
John M. Moore Realty Co.
ROOMS l'XH RENT.
Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, steam heat and all convenNo invalids. Hotel Cralge.
iences.
Silver avenue.
50c ItottlcH IxuVs Liquid. Gomio- -

sone

50

40c

.

k

Iucakagii Ixw's Germozone

Tabhts
2k; Iii?kaKon Iieo's
'J.R0 11111
$3 00 I "ail

IfeR

40c

Maker.

Lev's Stock Food.
lira's Egg Maker.

20c

.. .$2.00

...

1.50
Theso good are prepared by tlio
Coo. II. I rci Co., Onutlia.
S. Ilrst St.
K. W. l'eo, 002-00- 1
Iltotm 16.

ATTENTION!

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32- 3

WE GUARANTEE
FU 2,000 Pounds

S. T. VANN
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
VAVX JEWELRY CO.

Ono Door South of

Drug Store.

H. W SCHROEDER

Teacher of Violin

every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have alThe following ad, or one
ways made this guarantee.
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE TI1E BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindlin? and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAYEN

-

502

South First

Schroeder's Orchestra
Room 28 Barnott Bldg.

EN-TIR- E

MISS MARGUERITE I. 11LACHY
graduate of the New Haven Normal
School of Gymnastics.
Teacher of
l'hlcal training and dancing. Address 317 South Arno street.

It Roe the RiikIiichs.
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve.
"It does the business; I have
used It for plies and It cured them.
Used It for chapped hands and It
Applied it to an old
cured them.
sore and It healed It without leaving a scar behind." 25c at All Deal-e-

(

"

WE HAVE A NEW ASSORTMENT

Or

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS AND RANCH SUPPLIES
Shovel, Forks, Hoes, Rakes, Wheelbarrows, etc.
"John Deere" Plows, Harrows, Cultivators, Planters
Make Your Selection Now While the Stook It New and Complete

POULTRY

-

NETTING

-

AND - ROOFING

-

IRON

1

$ 5.00 Cassimere Suits, knee pants

5.50 Dressy Worsted Suits, knee pants
12.50 Young Men's Suits, long pants

5OS0090O00OCO00

$

4.00
4.40
10.00

1

la

are not right call

If

on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

West Central

1 ESI I E X C E
1 1 EX T
AT
FOR
202 NORTH EDITH.
APPLY OLD
I'OWN POSTOEI'ICE.

BOYS' SUITS

4

$4.50 to $13.50

Co.

ALSO MANAGER OF

THE ELKS'

is drawing to a close, but we still have plenty
of good bargains. We are likely to have cold
weather for some time to come, and as we offer,
a discount of

j

In New

Purclumu

green tag sale

ivmd.

the finest set of bar fixtures ever
brought to New Mexico, costing ex
ceeding 14,000.00 These fixtures must
be sold at once, and may be bought
at bargain prices.
PRIVATE TELEPHONE
Address at once or see,
H. S.
Knight,
Room 9. Cromwell Bldg.,
Albuquerque, N. M., and I will give
EXCHANGES TO BE TAXED you
a bargain never before ottered
Council Ortlors

I08.

Our

FOREST RULES

Jose R. Levarlo, a prominent na
tive ranch owner near Chullll, was'
given a hearing before United states
Commissioner J. 11 Whiting yester- day on the charge of unlawfully'
gra.Ing and driving horses across the
Manzano National forest and bound
over to the United states grand Jury
under a tino bond, which he furnish-- ;
eil. The United States grand Jury for1
ths district will meet the coming
March. The charges against Leva-- !
rlo wen- made by H. H. Harris, sup- ervlsor of tin- Sandia ami .Man.auo

ON

91.

VIOLATING

Walii Grand Jury I'mh'r
X'-'-

JAMAIlY

DR. C. H. CONNCR
OSTEOPATHIC RMYBIGIAN
All

0saa

AMD

Curmbl
Treated.
No Charge for Conaultation.
Si A M. T. Armljo BullHInt
and 919
Teltmhomo

tea

Rrlces
Always
Right

We
Aim to

Please

